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SPOTLIGHT ISOA In Action 

A Bi-Monthly Review of ISOA’s Activities: September-October 2011 

F RANK discussions of cuts and austerity measures has dominated  talk inside the beltway over the past few months. The foreign affairs and defense budgets are 

now guaranteed to take a hit, the only questions now are: how much, and from where? Dozens of reports from just as many agencies and think tanks offer just 

as many different projections and recommendations. Despite the Deficit Reduction Supercommittee’s ongoing efforts to find at least $1.5 trillion in cuts, one 

summer report in particular also received a great deal of attention for finding an estimated  total of $30-60 billion in waste. The Final Report of the Commission on 

Wartime Contracting was released on August 31st, and gave 15 recommendations. The first legislation implementing a recommendation has already been 

introduced by Congressman John Tierney and endorsed by the Commission. If only Congress moved so quickly on other, more salient matters. 

Jessica Vogel  

September 

 

Capitol  

Hill  

Advocacy 

 

ISOA President, Doug Brooks, 

and I concluded a series of 

several meetings with members and committee 

staff on Capitol  Hill in a major, member-focused 

advocacy push. At the top of ISOA’s advocacy 

priorities was the Afghan Taxation of U.S. Aid 

Dollars as well cost-consciousness and past 

performance provisions in the FY 12 National 

Defense Authorization Act. Responses were very 

positive and we were able to return to the 

membership with some beneficial feedback and 

progress on several important issues. 

 

 

Human  

Capital  

Working Group 

 

A new ISOA Member-run 

effort, the ISOA Human Capital 

Working Group held its inaugural meeting in 

September, bringing together human resources, 

training and personnel professionals from across 

ISOA membership to discuss challenges and best 

practices for human capital management in 

stability operations. The working group will meet 

periodically to discuss complicated regulatory 

issues as well as best practices and looks forward 

to sponsoring topical events and discussions. 

 

October 
 

ISOA  

Annual  

Summit 

 

ISOA held its 2011 

Annual Summit of the Stability Operations 

Industry from October 24th to the 26th and the 

Ronald Reagan International Trade Center. The 

two and a half day event features the major actors 

engaged in international missions and operations 

in conflict, post-conflict  and disaster relief 

environments. Attendees discussed current hot-

button issues and networked with potential 

partners, donors and clients.  

 

Jack Straw, UK Foreign Secretary under Prime 

Minister Tony Blair from 2001 – 2006, will be 

addressing the Summit dinner on 25 October. 

Straw was instrumental in crafting and coordinat-

ing international missions in the Balkans, 

Afghanistan and Iraq. He currently serves as an 

MP in the UK Parliament.  

 

Chris Shays and Michael Thibault, Co-Chairs 

of the Commission on Wartime Contracting, will 

offer valuable insight in to the recent CWC Final 

Report and its implications for the industry on the 

morning of 25 October.  

 

Lieutenant General Robert Van Antwerp, 

Former Commanding General of the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, will address participants on 

the following day and discuss the role and value 

of the private sector in supporting vital U.S. 

policies abroad.  

 

"This year’s speaker line-up is the most impres-

sive collection of expertise and influence in the 

history of our Summit," stated Doug Brooks, 

ISOA President. "It is a must-see for companies 

looking toward their future bottom-line.”  

 

The Summit kicks off on Monday 24 October, 

with opening remarks from Summit chair, 

Ambassador David Litt (ret.) and former, long-

time Chair of the House Armed Services 

Committee, Ike Skelton. Lunch speakers include 

Ambassador Eric Edelman (ret.), former Under 

Secretary of Defense for Policy, and Ambassador 

David T. Johnson (ret.), former Assistant 

Secretary of State for International Narcotics and 

Law Enforcemen .  

 

 

ISOA  

Code of Conduct  

Update 

 

Version 13 of the ISOA  Code of 

Conduct has completed its full 

revision including public comment period, series 

of 2 public meetings, review and vote by the 

ISOA Standards, Compliance and Oversight 

Committee and final vote by the ISOA Board of 

Directors. All attendees at the ISOA Annual 

Summit received the new Code of Conduct in 

their delegate packs. The founding document of 

ISOA, the ISOA Code of Conduct serves as a 

crucial guide for ISOA members providing critical 

support services in stability operations worldwide.  

All ISOA members are signatories to the Code 

and are subject to the ISOA SCOPe oversight 

procedure.   

 

I would like to personally thank all of the public 

commenters and participants in the revision 

process, both ISOA members and public 

participants. ■ 
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T 
EN years ago, private firms specializing in 

stability operations were not recognized as 

part of a larger, established indus-

try.  Nevertheless, hundreds of contractors were 

working in the field supporting various UN and 

West African peacekeeping operations with 

logistics, aviation, construction, and securi-

ty.  Other companies were professionalizing 

militaries, training police, building refugee camps, 

and providing large scale logistics in the 

Balkans.  With endless examples over the ages, the 

role of the private sector in these kinds of 

operations is hardly new, but increased interna-

tional reliance on such services necessitated a 

united consortium to address issues arising in the 

industry.  Several compelling factors spurred the 

coalescing of the industry to the point where an 

association became an increasingly useful 

resource. 

  

Perhaps the most compelling factor was an 

interest expressed by the more seasoned and 

professional companies within the nascent 

industry in differentiating their experience and 

quality from the rest. Clients, especially govern-

ments, are notorious for ignoring quality, 

professionalism, and capability, and instead focus 

solely on lowest price.  Vital international policies, 

particularly those related to humanitarian 

concerns, should be important enough to 

emphasize experience and quality over short-term 

costs to ensure that these missions succeed.  The 

reality is that nonsensical short-term savings 

efforts undermine better companies and 

proposals, and are the bane of our industry — and 

of successful missions. ISOA addresses that issue 

and educates governments and other clients on 

the value of quality in contingency operations. 

  

Another factor in the coalescing of the industry 

was the need to address counterproductive 

policies on a broad front and to educate 

policymakers when their laws and regulations 

undermine the capability to carry out essential 

international missions.  These policies could be 

anything from insular nationality limitations on 

personnel and equipment manufacturing to tax 

requirements requiring expensive and time-

intensive negotiations with host nations and 

international clients.  In the worst cases, well-

intentioned geopolitical policies have hamstrung 

urgent assistance, as we have seen in Somalia 

where the need to address the most recent famine 

is urgent and critical. ISOA provides a broad front 

that is more powerful than a single firm and 

anonymity for contractors keen to avoid public 

criticisms of their client. 

  

Obviously Iraq and Afghanistan have been the 

most intense areas of operation over the past 

decade.  Lessons learned from these conflicts have 

been highlighted in numerous reports and studies 

over the past few years.  Although the vast 

majority of the proposals will ideally improve 

planning, coordination, oversight, and accounta-

bility, some should be recognized as mission-

specific. Policymakers still need to have the 

President’s Message 

The Future of Stability Operations 

What’s next for the stability operations industry? 

Doug Brooks  

 

Doug Brooks is President of the International Stability 
Operations Association. Contact Doug at 
dbrooks@stability-operations.org.  
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Where will the sun rise for the next stability operation? Credit: Ricardo Y Marta, Flickr 

 

Clients, especially  

government clients, are 

notorious for ignoring 

quality, professionalism 

and capability, and  

focus solely on  

lowest price 



President’s Message 

flexibility and leeway to maximize the value of the 

private sector for implementing policies and 

addressing humanitarian disasters and other 

crises.  The lessons of those enormous operations, 

while hugely valuable, should always be under-

stood in their unique framework. ISOA is working 

to keep these lessons in proper context. 

  

ISOA was created over ten years ago precisely 

because a case needed to be made for the vast 

humanitarian role of the industry.  One of the 

extraordinary contradictions is that the humanitar-

ian and NGO interests most wary of for-profit 

firms working in conflict, post-conflict, and 

disaster relief environments are often the least 

aware of the capacity and value that the industry 

brings to those crucial missions. An ongoing 

educational process remains to ensure that 

policymakers, NGOs, and the academic 

community – with students destined for overseas 

contingency operations – are fully aware of the 

constructive role of the stability operations 

industry, not just the putative cautionary concerns. 

  

Finally, the humanitarian and NGO communities 

must be encouraged to maintain and improve 

connections with the private sector.  All 

organizations working on conflict, post-conflict, 

and disaster relief operations should strive to 

better understand each other’s roles, capabilities, 

and limitations.  ISOA has always maintained 

extensive connections with humanitarians, NGOs 

workers, and academics, and regularly solicits their 

input for building and refining international 

industry codes of conduct and standards. While 

some NGOs prefer to keep their industry contacts 

confidential, which is understandable given their 

donor bases, the influence they have in ensuring 

professional and humane industry operations is 

too valuable and effective to dismiss.  

 

 Recent events in the Arab world, Haiti, and the 

Horn of Africa emphasize the importance of the 

stability operations industry with its irreplaceable 

resources, expertise, and capability for the 

future.  Ensuring operational quality for these 

policies should be paramount and clients should 

bear this in mind when they look for private 

sector capabilities to support their international 

missions.  No matter whether the client is a 

government or an NGO, only the private sector 

can effectively address the largest of emergency 

humanitarian needs quickly and comprehensive-

ly.  Responsive governments and international 

organizations will always get most of the press and 

accolades, and their active, on-the-ground 

participation is heartening and to be encour-

aged.  Nevertheless, we should not forget that 

more often than not, professional and capable 

private-sector actors will continue to pursue most 

of the stabilization work quietly in the back-

ground.  Policymakers and analysts should take 

stock of this reality when drawing up plans and 

considering new missions in the future, and the 

industry should recognize the value of a standards

-based trade association such as ISOA to actively 

support that role. ■ 

 05| The Future of Stability Operations| Doug Brooks 

All organizations working 
in [these] operations 

should strive to  
better understand  
each other’s roles 



I 
n August 2011, the Commission on Wartime 

Contracting in Iraq and Afghanistan (CWC) 

issued its final report, Transforming Wartime 

Contracting: Controlling Costs; Reducing Risks. 

Established by Congress in 2008 in response to 

increasing indications of widespread waste, 

fraud, and abuse in government contracting, 

CWC was charged with assessing a number of 

facets of wartime contracting. CWC’s overarch-

ing conclusion is that federal agencies have 

become over reliant on contractors in conduct-

ing contingency operations. Its final report 

concludes that federal agencies have been forced 

to treat contractors as the default option because 

they lack the organic capacity to perform some 

mission-critical functions, and that the 

government lacks the acquisition personnel and 

structures needed to manage and oversee an 

unprecedentedly large contractor force that at 

times has outnumbered troops in the field. 

 

Having worked at CWC for two years, most of 

that time as the team leader examining contract 

support to deployed military forces (the principal 

focus of CWC’s report), there are three areas I 

wish CWC had addressed more forcefully: 

contractors as the new reality; the need for 

better planning; and ways to change the culture 

to better value contracting. CWC touches on all 

three, but it could and should have said more.  

 

 

Contractors as the new reality 

 

CWC recognized that the country cannot 

undertake large and sustained operations without 

contractor support and that the number of 

contractors has grown faster than the govern-

ment’s ability to effectively manage and oversee 

them. The Army recognized as early as 1999 that 

it was becoming dependent on contractors. The 

Department of Defense (DoD) reported to 

Congress in October 2007 on the significant 

support required from contractor personnel in 

Iraq and Afghanistan, and stated that future 

military deployments will continue to require 

substantial contractor support.  

Rather than seek to turn back the clock, CWC 

could have moved the debate forward by 

acknowledging that contractors are the new 

reality in military operations. Had CWC done 

more to analyze the alternatives to using 

contractors, it would have shown that the 

alternatives  – increasing the size of the military 

and having the government insource the 

functions now being performed by contractors – 

have their own drawbacks and are likely to be 

politically unacceptable. These drawbacks 

include threatening the viability of the all-

volunteer force, whose maintenance is a key 

administration goal, and greatly expanding the 

size of bureaucracy by hiring individuals to 

provide services now being provided by 

contractors. This kind of alternatives analysis 

could have helped shift the focus of policymak-

ers to how to better manage contractors, to 

which CWC devotes considerable attention.   

While CWC recommended providing adequate 

staffing and resources to better manage 

contracting, with Congress providing or 

 

Leader | CWC 

Missed Opportunities to Improve  
Contingency Contracting  

Reflections on the CWC’s final report 

Contractors testify before the Commission on Wartime Contracting. Credit Brandon Kosters, Flickr 

Steve Sternlieb  

Steve Sternlieb was logistics team leader at the 
Commission on Wartime Contracting and has been 
assessing contingency contracting for 15 years in both 
government and industry.  He can be reached at 
sternliebs@yahoo.com.  
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Leader | CWC 

reallocating resources, it could have further 

advanced the debate by offering a self-funding 

mechanism. Following the model used by the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Air 

Force Center for Engineering and the Environ-

ment to fund their contract management (both 

organizations charge a fee based on the value of 

the contracts they manage), CWC could have 

recommended that Congress allow contract 

oversight agencies to charge a fee based on 

contract value. Because of the large sums 

involved in contingency contracting even a one 

percent fee would provide a significant source of 

funding to increase contactor oversight geared to 

the level of contingency contracting.  

 

Better planning 

 

CWC concluded that agencies do not adequately 

plan for operational contract support, but said 

little else about the need for planning. Instead, it 

engaged in debate with the Joint Staff about 

whether operational contract support should 

remain in the Joint Staff Directorate for 

Logistics (J4) or have its own directorate. In July 

2010, CWC held a hearing focused on why 

planning for contractors continued to lag at all 

levels. At that hearing the J4 said that DoD is 

moving slowly to improve operational 

contracting support.  

 

While DoD is making progress, much remains 

to be done. The failure to include contractor 

support in the planning process at all levels of 

the DoD planning process – strategic, operation-

al, and manpower – is cause for concern because 

contractor support has become critical to the 

ability to conduct military operations, and has 

thus become a strategic factor. Instead of 

debating the Joint Staff on whether there is a 

need for a new directorate for contingency 

contracting, CWC should have lent its support 

to Joint Staff efforts to improve planning for 

operational contract support at the strategic and 

operational level.  

 

Better planning could, among other things, 

address another CWC concern: the lack of 

effective competition. Once operation plans 

identify anticipated contract support require-

ments, combatant command planners need to 

bring the major military service contracting 

organizations into the process. Thorough 

planning that identifies the types of contract 

support required to support an operation can in 

turn lead to better acquisition planning and the 

more robust competition CWC advocates.  

 

Changing the rewards system to achieve 

culture change  

 

CWC concluded that agencies have not 

institutionalized acquisition as a core function 

and that there was a need for a culture change. 

The 2007 Commission on Army Acquisition and 

Program Management in Expeditionary 

Operations, commonly referred to as the 

Gansler Commission, looked at Army acquisi-

tion and reached a similar conclusion. Former 

Under Secretary of Defense Jacques S. Gansler, 

who chaired the commission, testified at a CWC 

September 2010 hearing, stating that:  

 

“Contracting should be a core capability of the 

Army, but our opinion is that it has been treated 

as an operational and institutional side issue. We 

found that the DoD has an extremely dedicated 

corps of contracting people. The problem is that 

they are understaffed, overworked, under-

trained, under-supported, and, I would argue, 

under-valued.” 

 

CWC stated, “[T]o effect cultural change within 

an organization, leaders must accept and 

promote it. To achieve cultural change in 

acquisition, leadership must recognize that 

acquisition is no longer merely a support 

function, then communicate the importance of 

acquisition as essential to the agency’s mission. 

Then concrete steps must be taken to institu-

tionalize the change throughout.” CWC 

consequently recommended elevating the 

positions and expanding the authority of both 

military and civilian officials responsible for 

contingency contracting. While an important 

step, CWC could have said more, including the 

following:  

 

Changing the culture to value contracting must 

start at the top. For example, strategic direction 

is the common thread that integrates and 

synchronizes the activities of the Joint Staff, 

combatant commands, the Armed Services, and 

combat support agencies. Yet operational 

contract support is almost entirely absent from 

key strategic planning documents. At the 

Commission’s July 2010 hearing on defense 

planning, the Deputy Under Secretary of 

Defense for Strategy, Plans, and Forces said the 

Secretary of Defense takes very seriously the 

importance of operational contract support, but 

acknowledged there was no specific section on it 

in the report on the 2010 QDR. Commissioners 

rightly expressed concern that if the subject were 

not called out in its own separate section, people 

would gloss over it.  

 

The impact of reward-system changes on culture 

must also be included in efforts to change 

culture. For example, the Goldwater-Nichols 

Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 

1986 changed the rewards system at the 

individual level. Prior to the act, duty in joint 

positions, such as an assignment to the Joint 

Staff, was not valued because such duty was not 

viewed as career enhancing. Goldwater-Nichols, 

among other things, created an entirely new set 

of incentives and a joint assignment requirement 

as a prerequisite for military advancement to 

general officer rank. As a result, joint duty 

became a valued assignment and the most highly 

qualified officers who had previous shunned 

joint duty sought it out. CWC could have called 

on Congress to incentivize contingency 

contracting experience by establishing such 

experience as a prerequisite for promotion to 

general officer or the senior executive service . 

 

In conclusion, while CWC made a valuable 

contribution to the national dialogue on the role 

of contractors in supporting contingency 

operations it could and should have done more 

to advance government planning for and 

oversight of contractors in current and future 

contingency operations. ■  

 07 | CWC’s Final Report | Steve Sternlieb  
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ISOA President, Doug Brooks, testifies in front of the 
CWC, May 2011. Credit: CWC 



Feature | Protection on the Water 
 

Evolutions in maritime security 

From the Editors 

Ever vigilant, the U.S. Coast Guard stands alert and ready for any threat. U.S. Coast Guard, Flickr 
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Feature | Aviation & Logistics  Feature | Maritime Security  

W 
HILE a growing number of countries 

continue to pledge resources to the 

international effort to combat piracy,  

areas at-risk have expanded beyond the Horn of 

Africa and well into the Indian Ocean.  Interna-

tional shipping continues to transit high-risk 

routes like the Bab al-Mandeb Strait, and  other 

maritime assets such as oil terminals and flow 

stations from Nigeria to the Strait of Hormuz 

continue to be at risk. International naval 

contributions to anti-piracy efforts have seen 

dramatic successes, such as the rescue of the crew 

of the MV Maersk Alabama in 2009, but many 

attacks continue to occur far from where 

international military assets and other potential 

responders are in a position to lend assistance. 

 

As a result, shipping companies have increasingly 

turned to placing armed security contractors 

aboard their vessels. Distinct from their land-

based equivalents, maritime security providers 

operate on a new frontier with respect to the 

nature of threats faced, appropriate responses,  

and applicable international standards and rules 

and norms. This issue’s highlight section, 

Maritime Security, explores the new framework 

that accompanies the need for maritime security 

providers to answer to a unique set of stakehold-

ers, including states, the International Maritime 

Organization, shipping companies and even the 

World Food Program.  

 

Scott Tindle begins by articulating a new set of  

considerations that must be taken into account 

when developing risk management and mitigation 

calculations at sea. Rules governing the use of 

armed security at sea are at least as complicated  as 

those governing its use on land, and are certainly   

more diverse given the inapplicability of many 

accepted norms and standards developed with 

land operations in mind. In advising clients, 

“trust, but verify,” sets a standard by which 

shipping companies will continue to accept that 

the risks of taking aboard armed security are far 

outweighed by the risk of pirate attack. 

 

Of course, threats on the high seas affect far more 

than commercial shipping, and include much 

more than piracy. In his piece,  Stephen Caldwell 

incorporates terrorism as well as piracy in his 

global analysis of threats to energy assets and 

infrastructure. During a year in which attacks on 

tankers have risen 36%, he rightly points out that 

pirates have failed to hijack any vessel with private 

security aboard. As acceptance of the use of 

private security in maritime operations grows, it is 

important that the stability operations industry 

continues to build upon preliminary efforts to 

disseminate standardized guidance on their use.  

 

On the other hand, Ian Ralby, argues that the 

International Code of Conduct for Private 

Security Service Providers (ICoC), in its current 

form, is an inadequate foundation upon which to 

build a standardized guidance structure for private 

security provider conduct at sea. The ICoC was 

drafted with land-based operations in mind, and at 

some points during the drafting process expressly 

excluded maritime operations. Still, he offers, the 

current uptake of maritime stakeholders by the 

ICoC is indicative of a laudable commitment by 

the Convention to address the unique require-

ments of maritime security. 

 

Finally, Athena Blain describes the engagement 

of local coastal populations in Kenya by the U.S.  

Navy’s relatively new Maritime Civil Affairs and 

Security Training Command (MCAST). In the 

near future, MCAST’s efforts will look very 

similar to the types of programs that will seek to 

address the root causes of piracy. 

 

Next issue, the feature will be  

Women in Stability Operations ■ 

 



Feature | Aviation & Logistics  

Armed Security at Sea 

Risk management and mitigation in a risky environment 

S 
HIPS at a distance have every man’s wish 

onboard” 

 

 

“I had the story bit by bit, from various people, 

and, as generally happens in such cases, each time 

it was a different story .”  

 

You might wonder what strange matter of 

happenstance could possibly bring together the 

opening sentences of Zora Neal Hurston’s novel 

Their Eyes Were Watching God and Edith Wharton’s 

equally famous Ethan Frome. Oddly enough, the 

answer is Somali-based piracy.  

 

This is a tale of parallel stories with diverging risk 

mitigation strategies. Where these stories collide 

you find danger; where you find danger you find 

liability; and where you find liability you find 

lawyers. I guess that makes this a horror story.  

 

The Somali piracy pandemic has spread with 

astounding speed. Where the problem was once 

contained to the waters surrounding the Horn of 

Africa, it now reaches fully across the Indian 

Ocean. Virtually the entire region is now 

considered high risk for commercial freight. This 

rapid expansion in piracy has forced many of the 

world’s shipping powers to change. Though 

previously wary of allowing armed security 

personnel on their ships, ship owners and 

management companies now recognize that the 

risk imposed by piracy substantially outweigh the 

risks associated with carrying armed personnel 

onboard their vessels. It is undeniable that armed 

security personnel make it more difficult for a 

pirate force to take control of the commercial 

vessel, thus reducing the risk to crew and cargo. 

However, not all security companies and 

personnel provide the same protection.  

 

The rules and norms regarding the use of armed 

security are as diverse as they are complex. The 

use of armed personnel who either do not know 

the applicable laws regarding use of force or 

refuse to follow the applicable laws can result in 

an increased risk of liability to ship owners, ship 

management, master, and crew. With that in mind, 

there are ways for ship owners and management 

to protect themselves and enjoy the reduced risk 

from the threats of piracy while also ensuring they 

have minimized the associated risks of increased 

liability from armed personnel on board the 

vessel.  

 

The number one way that a ship owner or 

manager can protect themselves from increased 

liability is to follow this simple phrase: “Trust, but 

verify.” For example, if your security provider has 

assured you that they know and follow the proper 

rules for the use of force in regard to your vessel, 

ask them to provide these rules in writing. 

Unbeknownst to some ship owners and security 

companies, the rules for the use of force are first 

determined by the flag state of the individual 

vessel. Many security companies have a blanket 

U.S. Coast Guard sailors patrol shipping lanes. Credit U.S. Navy, Flickr 

Scott Tindle and Jonathan McConnell 

 

The authors of the piece are Jonathan E. McConnell, 
Esq. (President/CEO) and Scott L. Tindle, Esq. (Chief 
Operations Officer). Scott Tondle is with Meridian Glob-
al, a veteran owned, U.S. based private security firm, 
dedicated to responsible, scalable, risk mitigation op-
tions.  
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policy regarding their rules for the use of force. 

These blanket policies, while acceptable under 

many flags, may not be legal actions under the 

particular flag of the vessel they are hired to 

protect. There may also be complications when 

determining the proper rules for the use of force 

based on the vessel’s location. It is not enough 

that the security company recognizes the rules for 

the use of force for each vessel, it is also 

paramount that the individual operators know and 

understand that the rules for the use of force vary 

and could differ from their previous military 

experience. Security companies who use the same 

rules for every transit expose the shipping 

company and master to serious liability should 

something go awry.  

 

Take for example the following scenario from an 

actual after-action report as documented by the 

International Maritime Bureau: 

 

“April 5 at 0628 UTC, in position 1600.6N – 

05952.1E, approximately 375nm Northeast of Socotra 

Island, 2 large white-hulled skiffs were observed at 2.5nm 

approaching a crude tanker. The Master raised the alarm 

and all of the crew, except for the duty crew, mustered in 

the safe room. The onboard security team fired rocket flares 

as a warning to the pirates, which were ignored by skiffs 

who continued their approach. At 600 meters, the security 

team then fired warning shots. 1 skiff stopped whilst 

the other skiff continued to make its approach and fired 

weapons at the vessel. The security team proceeded to return 

fire, the skiff then aborted the attempted attack.” 

 

While the vigilance of the security team must be 

applauded, one must also question the effective-

ness of flares prior to 600m — not to mention 

warning shots. In this scenario, the security team 

initiated the engagement with the pirates. At 

600m, did the security team gain positive 

identification of hostile act or could this have 

merely been an Omani fisherman trying to fish 

the smaller fish that eat the algae off the vessel’s 

bottom? Could this have been one of the 

numerous Strait of Bab el Mandeb or Hormuz 

smugglers using the vessel as concealment? In all 

likelihood, this security team was very well trained 

and positively identified weapons that were taking 

aim at the vessel – perhaps even a RPG, which 

has a maximum range of 900m. This scenario 

merely provides a great example of what could 

become an issue of potential liability. A 5.56mm 

round (commonly used by security teams aboard 

vessels) can deviate several feet with a 30mph 

crosswind at 600m with a stabilized shot. The 

round’s accuracy is further complicated by the 

movement of the two vessels as they roll over the 

waves at high speeds. Add in the possibility of an 

overzealous marksman and you have a potential 

recipe for disaster. An accidental killing of a 

fisherman or smuggler would be a tragic mistake 

resulting in serious legal complications for all 

parties involved.  

 

Yet another concern for ship owners and 

operators is the legality of the weapons placed on 

board the vessel by the security company. While 

many security companies are familiar with the 

regulations that their home country places on the 

use and export of weapons, it is extremely 

important that the security provider know the 

applicable and pertinent firearms regulations for 

each port of call that the vessel could encounter. 

Illegally importing weapons into countries where 

the security provider does not have licensing and 

registration will result in imprisonment for the 

master as well as potentially lofty fines. 

 

Ship owners and masters should especially 

concern themselves with the suitability, fitness, 

and training of the armed security personnel 

placed aboard their vessels. The IMO’s Interna-

tional Maritime Organization Interim Guidelines 

have provided valuable insight into many of the 

details that should be examined in order to 

complete the vetting procedure of armed 

personnel. However, the IMO guidelines fail to 

stress the importance of the personnel’s physical 

fitness. Standing watch in high risk waters is a 

stressful and physically grueling activity. Ship 

owners would be especially well served by not 

only checking the records of physical fitness, as 

well as ensuring that the records are current and 

accurately represent the personnel’s the state of 

physical fitness. 

 

The addition of armed security to a vessel is 

supposed to be a risk mitigation technique. When 

the armed personnel act improperly or when the 

security company fails to abide by commonly 

accepted protocol, then the security team is no 

longer serving as a risk mitigating force. They are 

instead ensuring that the ship owner and master 

are at a greater risk than if they had no security 

team at all. When used properly, armed personnel 

teams are the single greatest defense against the 

threats of Somali-based piracy that ship owners 

may employ. Ship owners and masters must be 

vigilant in ensuring that their chosen security 

personnel are following through with the pledges 

made that convinced them to hire them in the 

first place. Again, trust but verify. Warren Zevon 

made popular the phrase “Send lawyers, guns, and 

money.” With the proper due diligence, ship 

owners can reduce their need for lawyers through 

the use of guns, thereby saving themselves money. 

■ 
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T 
HIS article provides an update on threats 

to the maritime energy supply – such as 

tankers and offshore platforms – and 

discusses related developments regarding efforts 

to increase the use of privately contracted, armed, 

security personnel (hereafter “private security”). 

The increased use of private security is especially 

pronounced off the coasts of Somalia and Nigeria. 

These developments may be of particular interest 

to those working in peace and stability operations 

that are involved with private maritime security 

companies. 

 

Importance of the Maritime Energy Supply 

 

Industrialized nations’ economies and security are 

heavily dependent on oil, natural gas, and other 

energy commodities, and the maritime environ-

ment plays a key role in both transportation and 

production of these natural resources. Ocean 

tankers transport about half of the U.S. crude oil 

supply, the source of gasoline, jet fuel, heating oil, 

and many other petroleum products. Because of 

their importance to industrialized nations’ 

economies and national security, energy tankers, 

along with offshore infrastructure, have become 

the targets of terrorists and pirates. 

 

Threats to Energy Tankers 

 

The tankers that transport oil and gas face a 

number of threats and variety of attacks. The 

tankers travel on routes that are determined in 

advance and that lead them through chokepoints 

that limit the tankers’ ability to maneuver away 

from possible attacks. Terrorist attacks, though 

rare, are one of the threats  to energy tankers. In 

2002, a suicide boat attacked the French 

supertanker M/V Limburg in the Red Sea near 

the Bab al Mandeb strait. In 2010, there was 

another incident involving the supertanker M/V 

M Star in the Arabian Sea near the Strait of 

Hormuz, which is also suspected to have been a 

terrorist attack. 

 

In addition to the threat of terrorist attacks, 

tankers also face the more common obstacle of 

piracy. Pirates threaten tankers transiting one of 

the world’s busiest shipping lanes, near key energy 

corridors, and the route through the Suez Canal. 

The vast areas at risk for piracy off the Horn of 

Africa, combined with the small number of 

military ships available for patrolling them, make 

protecting energy tankers difficult. According to 

the International Maritime Bureau, 30 percent of 

vessels reporting pirate attacks worldwide from 

2006 through 2010 were identified as tankers. 

 

As shown in the table on the opposite page, pirate 

attacks against tankers have tripled in the last five 

years, and the instances of piracy against tankers 

continue to rise. From January through June 2011, 

100 tankers were attacked, an increase of 37 

percent compared to tankers attacked during the 

same time period in 2010. 

 

Threats to Energy Infrastructure 

 

Energy infrastructure, whether shore-side or 

offshore, also faces various threats. Port energy 

terminals face risks because they must provide 

access by land and sea and because they are 

sprawling installations often close to busy 

population centers. In contrast, offshore energy 

infrastructure face risks because it is often located 

in open waters, many miles away from security 

force assets and responders. 

 

In 2004, terrorists attacked an offshore oil 

terminal in Iraq using speedboats packed with 
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The relationship between maritime energy supply and private security 

Stephen L. Caldwell  

 

Stephen L. Caldwell is the Director for Maritime Security 
Issues at GAO, and provides related studies and 
testimony to congressional committees. This article is 
partly based on GAO-11-883T available at www.gao.gov.  
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explosives, killing three U.S. military personnel. 

As documented in an earlier JIPO article (see 

“Maritime Violence, Crime and Insecurity” by 

Peter Chalk, November-December 2008), Nigeria 

has become a case-study in attacks targeting 

maritime energy infrastructure. The article 

estimated that these attacks have shut down one-

fifth of Nigerian oil production. Since then, the 

U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence and media 

sources have continued to report attacks against 

maritime energy facilities in that region. One of 

these more recent attacks occurred in August 

2011, when gunmen exploded a bomb at the Dibi 

flow station operated by Chevron Nigeria 

Limited. The Deepwater Horizon explosion in 

April 2010, while not the result of an attack, 

showed the potential catastrophic consequences 

of an attack on offshore energy infrastructure. 

The explosion resulted in 11 deaths, serious 

injuries, and the largest oil spill in the history of 

the United States. By the time the well was sealed 

nearly three months later, over 4 million barrels of 

oil had spilled into the Gulf of Mexico. 

 

Private Security 

 

Some of the attacks discussed above, particularly 

the pirate attacks, have led the maritime industry 

to increase its employment of private security to 

protect vessels. Earlier, when piracy was first 

escalating off the coast of Somalia, shipping 

industry and governments expressed concerns 

about the use of private security on commercial 

vessels. Of particular concern especially with 

regards to energy tanks carrying flammable cargo, 

was the possibility that the level of violence could 

escalate. Now, there is much more support, or at 

least recognition, of the use of private security, 

particularly as piracy continues to escalate. To 

date, Somali pirates have failed to hijack any 

vessels with private security aboard. Realizing the 

inability of navies to guarantee protection across 

the broad area in which pirates operate, many in 

the maritime industry have changed their 

positions and now support the use of private 

security on a case-by-case basis. At a recent 

meeting of the U.N. sanctioned Contact Group 

On Piracy Off the Coast of Somalia it was 

estimated that the industry was already employing 

65 private security firms with 350 persons on 

vessels. Similar estimates for private security 

working on offshore energy facilities, such as off 

the coast of Nigeria, are not available. 

 

National governments have been more reluctant 

to embrace private security, but are feeling 

pressure from the shipping industry. Reuters 

reported this summer that an oil and gas shipping 

company notified the Netherlands it could no 

longer sail under that nation’s flag unless it 

changed its national regulations to allow the use 

of private security. The United States was one of 

the first nations whose sovereignty laws allowed 

for the use of private security. The U.S. Coast 

Guard has approved the use of such teams on 

U.S.-flagged vessels that operate in or travel 

through the high-risk waters of Somalia, as long as 

their vessel security plans have been updated to 

reflect self-defense systems that meet the 

mandated risk assessment. Other national 

governments are listening to the shipping industry 

and accepting their requests when risks may 

require the use of private security. 

 

At a February 2011 meeting of the multinational 

Contact Group’s Working Group 3 on Shipping 

Awareness, the United Kingdom agreed to lead an 

intercessional correspondence group to develop 

guidelines for the employment of private security. 

At a May 2011 meeting of the International 

Maritime Organization (IMO) Maritime Safety 

Committee, interim guidance was issued on the 

use of “privately contracted armed security 

personnel” on board vessels in high-risk areas. In 

September 2011, this guidance was revised and 

further disseminated. The interim guidance is in 
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Sailors from the USS Philippine Sea rescuing the crew of the tanker Brilliante Virtuoso. Credit: U.S. Navy 
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Type of Commodity 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Bitumen 0 1 0 2 2 

Chemical/Product 35 52 55 69 96 

Crude Oil 9 25 30 41 43 

Liquefied Natural Gas 0 1 0 1 1 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas 4 5 6 5 7 

Totals 48 84 91 118 149 
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Maritime Security and the ICoC 
 
The provision of private maritime security under the International Code of Conduct 

O 
F the 166 companies that, at the time of 

writing, have signed the International 

Code of Conduct for Private Security 

Service Providers (“ICoC” or “the Code”), at least 

two-thirds engage in maritime security services.  

Indeed, roughly one-third provide exclusively 

maritime security services.  This significant uptake 

among such companies has raised questions and 

concerns as to whether the ICoC is actually 

applicable and adequate for maritime operations.  

 

At the moment, the ICoC does not cover private 

security operations on the high seas.   Paragraph 

13 establishes that the Code is “applicable to the 

actions of Signatory Companies while performing 

Security Services in Complex Environments.”   

According to the definition provided in the Code, 

“Complex Environments” are “any areas 

experiencing or recovering from unrest or 

instability, whether due to natural disasters or 

armed conflicts, where the rule of law has been 

substantially undermined, and in which the 

capacity of the state authority to handle the 

situation is diminished, limited, or non-existent.”.  

The word “and” in this definition excludes 

maritime security operations.  The high seas are 

not under the authority of any state, yet the 

definition of a complex environment assumes the 

locus of activity to be within the territory of a 

sovereign country.  The high seas, therefore, fall 

outside the coverage of the ICoC, meaning that 

maritime security operations, at best, have an 

unclear and confusing place under the Code given 

that some of their operations are in territorial 

waters and thus might fall within a “complex 

environment.”   

The ICoC was drafted with land-based security 

operations in mind and, for a time during the 

drafting process, expressly excluded maritime 

security from its scope.  A vestige of that 

exclusion can be found in Paragraph 7, which 

indicates that after standards have been drafted 

and governance and oversight mechanisms 

developed, Signatory Companies will “work with 

states, other Signatory Companies, Clients and 

other relevant stakeholders to … consider the 

development of additional principles and 

standards for related services, such as … the 

provision of maritime security services.” This 

direct reference to maritime security as being 

something separate and distinct from what is 

covered by the ICoC provides the clearest 

indication that maritime security was not intended 

to be covered at this stage.  Other provisions are 

clearly drafted for land operations, as references 

to local populations (paragraph 1), vehicle 

registration (paragraph 43) and other such state-

based issues are really not relevant to maritime 

security.  In addition, the concept of Competent 

Authorities as defined does not fit squarely with 

the challenges confronted in maritime operations, 

since no such Competent Authority exists on the 

high seas.  To illustrate this challenge, one only 

need ask: to what “Competent Authority” should 

a private security provider hand over a pirate 

detained on the high seas pursuant to paragraph 

34?  A more technical interpretation of the Code 

might also argue that protection of a vessel should 

be added to the definition of “Security Services” 

to complement the protection of persons and 

objects as, strictly speaking, a vessel is not an 

Private security forces stand alert and ready. Credit  U.S. Navy, Wikimedia 

Ian M. Ralby 

Ian Ralby is the Executive Director, I.R. Consilium; 
Counsel, Picard Kentz & Rowe LLP 
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“object” under most laws.   

 

Given the number of maritime security companies 

that have signed the Code and given the rapid 

expansion of that portion of the industry, forcing 

maritime security companies to unsign the ICoC 

would be both impractical and against the very 

spirit of the initiative.  Indeed, the overwhelming 

majority of the Code provides principles that are 

both appropriate and useful for maritime security 

operations, even if the implementation of those 

principles might differ from land operations.  As it 

stands, Signatory Companies that provide 

maritime security services can draw on most of 

the provisions for guidance and can certainly take 

substantial measures to uphold the essence and 

spirit of the ICoC.  Problems arise, however, in 

follow-on processes derived from the Code. 

 

A few overarching challenges complicate having 

both land-based security operations and maritime 

security operations under the single umbrella of 

the ICoC: 

 

First, the preamble of the ICoC indicates that the 

Code itself is built on the foundations of the 

Montreux Document.  The Montreux Document 

pertains principally to home, territorial and 

contracting state obligations for the use of 

“private military and security companies” in 

armed conflict settings. Maritime security 

operations, however, do not occur in armed 

conflict settings, do not involve private military 

functions, and do not really pertain to home, 

territorial and contracting states.  Instead, they 

focus on security operations on the high seas and 

in various territorial waters under contracts with 

ship owners and charterers.  The states relevant to 

the operations of a maritime security company are 

first and foremost the flag state of the vessel, 

second the states into whose territorial waters the 

vessel enters and at whose ports the vessel calls, 

third the home state of the private security 

company and fourth the states of which the 

security personnel are citizens.  Notwithstanding 

these differences, however, the general principles 

of the Montreux Document could, in many cases, 

apply equally to maritime operations.  The only 

problem is that from a foundational standpoint, it 

is less than ideal to build on an indirectly 

applicable initiative.  

 

Second, and similar to the issues with the 

Montreux Document, the stakeholders who 

participated in the development of the ICoC are 

not, in many cases, relevant to maritime 

operations, and more importantly the stakeholders 

who would be relevant in the maritime context 

were not involved.  Major flag states, shipping 

lines, shipping trade associations, marine insurers 

and private maritime security companies 

themselves were not closely involved in the 

development of the ICoC.  Given that the Code 

derives its legitimacy from having claimed to be 

an open, inclusive and transparent multi-

stakeholder initiative, such legitimacy is absent for 

the maritime industry, as those who have the 

greatest stake in maritime security operations were 

not present.  The uptake of this Code by maritime 

companies, however, greatly diminishes these 

problems of legitimacy.  If the relevant stakehold-

ers are content to embrace the code even without 

having been involved in its development, then its 

legitimacy for those stakeholders can certainly be 

obtained ex post facto.  Again, this issue is 

problematic, but not insurmountable.  

 

Third, the ICoC in paragraph 7 requires the 

principles of the Code be translated into auditable, 

measurable standards to which Signatory 

Companies may then be certified.  The United 

States Department of Defense has contracted 

with ASIS International to produce a standard 

under the American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI) rules that would give formal effect to the 

ICoC.  While some maritime security companies 

have been represented in the drafting process, this 

standard reflects the ICoC and thus focuses 

principally on the issues of land operations.  While 

an effort is being made to keep the provisions 

broad enough that they could be applicable to 

maritime security services, the standard itself will 

likely not address maritime-specific issues.  

Separate implementation guides could be 

produced to interpret the standard for maritime 

security services, but such a project is currently 

outside the scope of the contract between the 

Department of Defense and ASIS International.  

Furthermore, attempting to use standards focused 

on security providers that operate on land as a 

foundation for standards applying to the maritime 

security industry poses unavoidable difficulties. 

While no international body currently exists with 

the legitimacy and competence to oversee the 

global activities of private security providers on 

land, the wider maritime industry already has a 

body with maritime expertise, a mandate for 

global governance and the capacity to account for 

the views of all the relevant stakeholders: the 

International Maritime Organization (“IMO”).  

With this highly regarded, legitimate, international 

and multi-stakeholder entity already well-

established, it is hard to imagine creating a set of 

mandatory standards for private security providers 

without its involvement or at least support.  This 

split between land security, which lacks an 

international focal point, and maritime security, 

which already has one, makes addressing both 

types of security with one standard slightly 

problematic, though again not impossible.  

 

Fourth, paragraph 7 also requires the develop-

ment of governance and oversight mechanisms 
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which will be able to certify, audit and monitor 

Signatory Companies.  As with the issue of 

drafting the standards, the governance and 

oversight mechanism for the ICoC would never 

be able to replicate or even approach the level of 

maritime expertise in terms of both operations 

and law that is present within the IMO.  Given 

the unique and international nature of maritime 

transport, intimate familiarity with the practical, 

operational and legal issues is vital for dealing 

effectively with maritime security.  The ICoC 

requires that Signatory Companies be certified 

(and governed) by the governance and oversight 

mechanism.  Given the absence of maritime 

expertise in the Temporary Steering Committee 

developing the governance and oversight 

mechanism, it is unclear how maritime security 

companies will fit into the eventual system.  It will 

certainly be a challenge moving forward to keep 

the governance of Signatory Companies under 

one umbrella, though with a flexible approach and 

a willingness to allow for guidance from 

established international sources, such a feat 

should be within reason. 

 

Fifth, there is no mechanism at the moment for 

amending the ICoC.  The Code does not provide 

for amendments until the governance and 

oversight mechanism is up and running.  This 

means there will be some time yet before the 

Code could be changed, by either direct 

amendment or the addition of a maritime-oriented 

annex.  While the former approach would address 

the issues discussed above quickly and simply, the 

latter could do so as well while also providing 

some additional guidance. The present discussion 

has focused on issues pertaining to the existing 

Code, but such difficult matters as the relationship 

between private maritime security providers and 

the master of a vessel, obligations regarding 

responding to distress signals in high risk areas, 

and other uniquely maritime complications go 

beyond the obvious differences that will arise in 

implementing the Code in maritime operations.  

 

Finally, it is important to note that the provision 

of private maritime security is not exclusive to anti

-piracy operations.  Much of the commentary 

surrounding and most of the efforts regarding the 

regulation of maritime security have focused on 

anti-piracy operations, particularly off the coast of 

Somalia.  The services offered by private security 

providers in the marine environment transcend 

such a limited focus and must be considered 

comprehensively in this discourse so as not to 

create a patchwork system of regulation that only 

deals with one maritime security issue at a time.   

 

The field of maritime security is growing and 

maturing rapidly.  Though, as has been discussed, 

there are a number of substantive challenges 

interfering with the parsimonious inclusion of 

private maritime security services under the ICoC, 

none of those challenges is prohibitive.  So long 

as the complexities and distinctions pertaining to 

maritime security are kept in mind, there is no 

reason why maritime security should not currently 

and in the future be considered to fall under the 

principles articulated in the Code.  Indeed, the 

enthusiastic uptake of the ICoC with maritime 

security providers should be welcomed, applauded 

and, in due course, accommodated to ensure that 

such services are clearly covered by the Code and 

sensibly addressed in the follow-on processes. ■ 
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Maritime Safety Committee circulars, with 

separate circulars for ship owners, ship operators, 

and ship masters (MSC. 1/Cir. 1405/Rev.1); flag 

states (MSC. 1/Cir. 1406/Rev.1); and coastal 

states (MSC. 1/Cir. 1408). This guidance applies 

to private security on vessels, and does not cover 

facilities such as fixed offshore energy platforms. 

 

The growing use of private security to protect 

vessels and combat piracy has not gone unnoticed 

in the pages of this journal. In “Private Security 

Head to Head Against Pirates,” published in the 

November-December 2008 issue, author Patrick 

Cullen noted that senior American and British 

naval officers had acknowledged that the industry 

would need to employ best management practices 

for self defense that could include private security 

where the risk was highest – for example, in the 

case of slow, low freeboard vessels operating in 

high risk waters. 

 

A more recent JIPO article published in the 

September-October 2010 issue, provides more 

details on the role of private security (see 

“Maritime Security and the Private Security 

Perspective” by Graham Kerr). This article notes 

the need for rules to “ensure that private security 

companies have a sound set of standard 

procedures and, in particular, a clearly articulated 

Rules on Use of Force, which must be reactive, 

proportionate and escalatory in nature.” Of note, 

ISOA continues to develop an industry code of 

conduct as a constructive effort to better regulate 

private sector operations in high-risk environ-

ments. 

 

As this issue goes to print, the ISOA Standards 

Committee is evaluating comments for its 13th 

revision of the code of conduct. It will be 

important for the stability operations industry to 

work closely with all maritime stakeholders to 

match up its own code of conduct with the 

developing international guidelines. Better 

coordination between governments, industry, and 

private maritime security companies – for both 

tanker vessels and offshore infrastructure – will 

help ensure a continued maritime energy supply to 

industrialized nations. ■ 
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Air operations in maritime security make an already complex issue even more so. Credit: Department of Defense, 



M 
ARITIME security is vital to maintain-

ing peace in all coastal countries. It is in 

fact essential to the global economy. 

The world’s oceans are what tie nations together. 

For example, 70 percent of the earth’s surface is 

covered by water. Currently, 80 percent of the 

world’s population live within a few hundred 

miles of an ocean’s coast (that number will 

continue to grow), and 90 percent of international 

trade travels by sea. With those facts in mind, 

protection of the world’s water is essential, not 

only for individual countries, but for all in our 

globalized world.  

 

As the United States continues to foster strong 

alliances with countries through maritime 

endeavors, we are helping to maintain peace, 

preserve American jobs, and protect our 

economy. A strong maritime security posture also 

protects U.S. soil considering the United States is 

bounded by water on both sides. U.S. maritime 

forces expend great effort and money protecting 

waterways and oceans, and on keeping up with 

the times, using forward presence to enforce 

maritime peace operations on the high seas. For 

developing countries, however, maintaining that 

strong maritime presence is easier said than done. 

Countries like Kenya, in a region that is plagued 

with threats of piracy, illegal narcotics and small 

arms trafficking, and even terrorism, security 

along the coast is especially essential.  

 

Maritime Civil Affairs 

 

With these types of situations in mind, the U.S. 

Navy partners with countries to help maintain 

maritime security on a local, regional and global 

scale. In the U.S. Navy’s, “A Cooperative Strategy 

for the 21st Century Seapower,” former 

commander of Naval Operations Admiral Gary 

Roughhead, along with former commandant of 

the Marine Corps General James Conway and 

former commandant of the Coast Guard Admiral 

Thad Allen, recognized that cooperation with 

partner nations in non-traditional military 

engagements is necessary for preventing war:  

 

“Maritime forces will be employed to build 

confidence and trust among nations through 

collective security efforts that focus on common 

threats and mutual interests in an open, multi-

polar world. To do so will require an unprecedent-

ed level of integration among our maritime forces 

and enhanced cooperation with the other 

instruments of national power, as well as the 

capabilities of our international partners. Sea 

power will be a unifying force for building a better 

tomorrow.”  

 

Thus, the idea for Maritime Civil Affairs and 

Security Training Command (MCAST) was born. 

MCAST is a relatively new Navy command, 

combining the Maritime Civil Affairs Group 

(MCAG) and Security Force Assistance (SFA) 

groups into one organization. The command 

mans, trains, equips, and deploys sailors to 

facilitate and enable a Navy component or joint 

task force commander to establish and enhance 

relationships between military forces, government 

organizations, NGOs, and the civilian populace.  

While cooperation with partner nations is not a 

new idea, MCAST is distinct from other U.S. 

Navy commands. Instead of using ships or carrier 

groups to interact with other nations in goodwill 

port visits and community relations projects, 

MCAST employs small teams of experts highly-

trained in the matter of maritime civil affairs to 

create and foster relationships between NGOs, 

government officials, and the local community. 

Feature | Maritime Security  

Building a Maritime Stability  
Partnership in Kenya  

CWOW’s impact on maritime peace operations 

A patrol boat motors into the sunset. Credit: U.S. Navy , Flickr 

MCC(SW/AW) Athena Blain  

 

By Chief Mass Communication Specialist (Surface War-
fare/Aviation Warfare) Athena Blain, Maritime Civil 
Affairs and Security Training Command (MCAST) Public 
Affairs. 
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These experts achieve this through Maritime Civil 

Affairs (MCA) projects and Security Force 

Assistance Mobile Training Teams (SFA MTTs) 

that conduct military-to-military training.  

 

Under Navy expeditionary combat command, 

MCAST has two specific missions. Maritime Civil 

Affairs handles military-to-civilian interactions, 

including humanitarian assistance and disaster 

relief operations.  SFA employs mobile training 

teams (MTT) to support military to military 

training.  In Kenya, the MCA mission has become 

especially critical in developing the nations’ 

maritime security. 

 

MCAST deploys five-person MCAT teams to 

countries like Kenya that liaise and facilitate the 

efforts of the operational commander, U.S. 

country team, the host nation, civil and military 

entities, as well as the joint task force and civilian 

populace. These teams integrate the needs of the 

local communities and the objectives of the 

supported operational commander  to build and 

implement long-term and effective programs that 

directly impact the local community. One prime 

example is the Community Watch on Water 

(CWOW) program in Kenya, a program designed 

to bring together local governments, communities 

and defense forces using a very localized concept. 

 

Bringing the Community Together to Foster 

Peace 

 

U.S. Department of State personnel, in conjunc-

tion with MCAST recognized the challenges faced 

by Kenya’s coastline and began an intensive 

training effort targeting locals in early 2010. Since 

then, CWOW has been lauded by local Kenyan 

officials and bolstered the trust among Kenya’s 26 

communities and four districts. 

 

The CWOW model resembles a neighborhood 

level watch program using civilians, in this case 

local fishermen, to police and safeguard their own 

community waters. The program initially began as 

a way to provide fishermen with waterproof 

access to emergency contact numbers, but has 

since expanded to teaching people how to 

recognize suspicious activity, how to contact 

emergency personnel, and even basic water 

survival skills. Its purpose is not only to create a 

safer coastline for the fishing community, but also 

to develop trust and understanding between the 

fisherman and the governing authorities. Each 

time a fisherman reports unsafe conditions or 

illegal activity, the local government officials gain 

credibility, which eventually creates an environ-

ment conducive for collaboration. A February 

2011 joint task force report by Maureen Farrell, 

Socio-Cultural Research and Advisory Team, and 

Dr. Michele Wagner, Social Science Research 

Center U.S.-Africa command, states “Despite its 

apparent simplicity, the CWOW project is the 

most complex and most broad-reaching of all. 

This project does not build schools; instead, it 

builds relationships,” and those relationships 

quickly show results. During just the first two 

months of the program, 13 suspected pirates and 

eight suspected smugglers were apprehended and 

prosecuted locally.   Fisherman policed an area of 

approximately 3,600 square nautical miles.  

 

Although one of the primary objectives of 

CWOW was to create an open line of communi-

cation between the fishermen and their govern-

ment, the logistics of establishing that communi-

cation posed a serious obstacle. While cell phone 

usage was already widely popular in Kenya, a 

centralized call center needed to be established 

where fishermen could call to report suspicious or 

dangerous activity. Through several interviews 

and negotiations with local officials, MCAST team 

members facilitated the distribution of wallet-

sized cards and posters that listed the hotline 

number, along with the number for the local 

wildlife service, port authority, hospital and 

district commissioners- numbers that are not 

easily obtained on the water.  

 

Another issue emerged during the initial 

assessment. Resealable plastic bags were not a 

common commodity. Through Department of 

State donations, MCAST distributed hundreds of 

bags to fishermen to maintain the integrity of the 

cards if exposed to water. With cell phones, 

CWOW cards and binoculars, fishermen now 

have the tools needed to contact authorities when 

hazardous situations arise. 

 

Lastly, the team members realized that the 

fishermen lacked basic seamanship skills. For 

example, it was imperative that the fishermen 

knew their locations when they reported a 

situation. The MCAT consists of a commander 

(usually a junior officer), a coxswain or boat 

operator, medical corpsman, communicator and a 

construction rating sailor, making it the ideal 

organization for conducting training seminars. 

Each member of the team brings core capabilities 

and training that is beneficial to several maritime 

civil affairs operations. In this case, the coxswain 

provided the training on basic navigation, rules of 

the road, small boat operation, and maintenance.  

 

The fishermen do not have GPS units or smart 

phones, and so are instead equipped with basically 

celestial navigational and chart reading abilities. 

The corpsman, with assistance from the local Red 

Cross, also offers first aid and survival training. 

Team members also coordinate with local NGOs 

to teach swimming and water safety lessons. The 

goal of the program is not just to teach these skills 

to the fishermen, but also to encourage the 

community to expand and provide the training to 

each other. Lieutenant Commander Judson Lantz, 

an MCAT team leader in southern Kenya, saw 

first-hand how the program created enthusiasm in 

the region. For example, “It took a while to get 

their buy in, at first. Anytime [the fisherman] 

attended training, it was less time for them to fish, 

less time for their livelihood. But once they got 

there, they loved it. It really resonated. They want 

to teach their friends, they want us to give more 

training,” said Lantz. 

 

The success of CWOW has not just local, but 

global implications. Kenya is not only close to 

areas of the Indian Ocean known for piracy, but it 

also shares a border with Somalia, a hotbed for 

extremist activities. Now, when the fisherman 

venture to the open seas, they are able to contact 

authorities to report activities that need to be 

investigated. Kenya’s coast line is approximately 

300 miles long, and their government lacks the 

resources and infrastructure to adequately guard 

the entire coast. The CWOW program is designed 

specifically to fill in those gaps by empowering 

Kenyans to be the eyes and ears of their 

government, in turn protecting themselves, their 

community, their country, and the global maritime 

environment as a whole.  ■ 
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Private Sector Perspectives on  
Stability Operations  

Innovations to improve civilian surge capacity 

T 
HE U.S. government (USG) will probably 

continue to use a number of private sector 

contractors to support stability operations 

overseas, even as military efforts draw down over 

time. However, whether the USG has taken the 

experiences of contractors to learn more about 

contract operations is still up for discussion. 

  

In June, the Center for Complex Operations 

(CCO) at the National Defense University hosted 

a unique discussion on private sector stabilization 

perspectives with a mix of Department of 

Defense and USAID contractors, and government 

representatives. Sponsored by ISOA and 

moderated its president Doug Brooks, and CCO’s 

senior research fellow David Becker, private 

sector leaders exchanged ideas for innovations 

and improvements to USG capacity. The event 

formed part of CCO’s effort to look at “next 

generation interventions” post Iraq and Afghani-

stan.  

 

Many participants felt civilian agencies still lack 

the capacity for stability operations. Even as 

funding for civilian agencies and political interest 

drops, the conflict in Libya may suggest a 

continuing need for stabilization missions. The 

discussion opened with the suggestion that even 

as the United States tries to lessen its involvement 

in stability operations, current trends indicate 

American involvement with “these missions will 

probably stay with us.”  

Need for Civilian Capacity 

 

Many at the conference expressed concern over 

the government’s lack of capacity to conduct 

effective reconstruction and stabilization 

programs, and over insufficient political will to 

reform the civilian agencies following the Cold 

War. Funding continues to exist for the next 

ground war, but remains more elusive for civilian 

capacity. A discussion member commented, “Past 

performance is just that: past. You are always one 

step away from a landmine.” Preparing for future 

stability operations will require capturing the 

lessons from the past. 

 

Ongoing trends and the current conflict in Libya 

suggest a future of more stability operations with 

fewer available resources. As operations in Iraq 

and Afghanistan scale down, the USG could 

express a lack of political will to intervene in 

future operations. A speaker commented, “The 

USG does not have enough language or culture 

skills – the private sector may have the capacity 

since the government will not have enough 

resources for every country.” 

 

The private sector has sufficient capacity to fill in 

the gaps of declining USG stability operations. A 

speaker explained, “There is a tremendous role for 

the private sector to increase the flexibility of the 

USG programs.” Civilian-led stabilization needs 

to have the capacity to deploy quickly and report 

back, which the USG currently lacks. The Civilian 

Response Corp in particular continues to face 

organizational difficulties. Many of these 

difficulties stem from a lack of dedicated staffing, 

as stability operations require staff to be “able to 

Lincoln Hall at the National Defense University, location of the NDU-ISOA panel event. Credit: NDU 

Mihkel Smit  

Mihkel Smit is a Research Assistant at the Center for 
Complex Operations and recently graduated with a 
Master’s in Public Policy from American University. 
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focus on different missions with the ability to 

leave their home agencies.”  

 

However, the USG has attempted to capture 

lessons learned in the past, “and we keep re-

learning lessons from the sixties and even earlier.” 

There remains a possibility to incorporate market 

incentives into the Request For Proposals (RFP) 

framework to indoctrinate the importance of 

capturing lessons. One of the panelists elaborated, 

“We need to understand all aspects of the 

problem and we need to be able to capture 

lessons learned. The private sector needs to 

collectively do lessons learned.” 

 

Public-Private Relationship 

 

A singular relationship between the USG and the 

private sector is a bit of a misconception. 

Different relationships exist between separate 

agencies and these may vary depending on how 

each designs their private sector program. There is 

significant confusion between the private sector 

and the USG on the roles of contracts and grants, 

which also create different relations. One 

conference panelist felt “constant changing of 

rules and regulations have dramatic negative 

impacts on programs.” Different security 

regulations hamper information sharing and can 

put organizations at greater risk. Contractors and 

grantees may face similar challenges, but USG 

agencies treat them differently. There exists a 

frustration that the USG dismissed grantee 

reports because there is “a degree of disbelief 

since we were not contractors.” 

 

Discussants focused on the over-politicalization 

of oversight, which has diminished communica-

tion between organization and contracting 

officers. They recommended improvements to 

contracting officer regulations. Many within the 

private sector leadership felt one year rotations 

“can get very frustrating,” and another speaker 

expressed annoyance that constant USG turnover 

“will reduce the capability and effectiveness of 

missions.” 

 

There was a consensus that companies should 

train their contractors more than USG require-

ments, as there are vastly different rules of 

engagement for them. One speaker explained, 

“Contractors have to understand where they fit in 

the chain of command.” In addition, contractors 

should remember what it means to embed their 

personnel within the military and determine their 

responsibility. One panelist observed, “We need 

to think about ways for the USG and contractors 

to have frank discussions on issues.” Others felt 

the public-private relationship may be frayed 

because there are not many senior private sector 

personnel going into the civil service (with the 

exception of political appointees), and this can 

create a further disconnect between the USG and 

contractors.  

 

Many of the panelists discussed the prevailing 

problem of the contracting process placing a 

greater importance on “lowest-cost bids,” which 

continues to put stress on the U.S. government 

and the company because it actually prevents 

“best-value bids” from being considered. This can 

create a greater disconnect between contractors 

and contracting officers. One speaker mentioned, 

“There needs to be a better understanding on the 

best price in the contingency zone.”  

 

The nexus of stabilization remains a challenge for 

organizations and panelists expressed the need of 

projects operating alongside the military. As the 

United States scales back, the United Nations 

might become increasingly involved in post-

conflict stability operations.  

 

Successful stabilization requires ensuring greater 

local ownership of projects and bottom-up 

development. A USAID contractor commented, 

“Local communities are best at determining their 

requirements. This can foster ownerships and 

legitimacy of the project.” Private sector 

organizations may be better equipped to develop 

these key relationships and operate in communi-

ties.  

 

Future stability operations will require more 

extensive collaboration and “organizations must 

work with all partners (USG, military, foreign 

partners) to best meet the local needs.” Due to its 

ongoing role in stability operations, the private 

sector has the unique capacity to document and 

recommend innovations to the federal govern-

ment. The conference hosted by the ISOA and 

CCO allowed for the private sector and govern-

ment officials to engage in candid discussions, but 

successful collaboration will require more open 

avenues of communication and information 

sharing. ■ 
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Finally Final…For Now  

Exploring the final rule on PSCs 

I 
N August 2011, Part 159 to Chapter 32 of the 

Federal Code of Regulations (32CFR159) was 

published in its final form. This final rule, 

“Private Security Contractors (PSCs) Operating in 

Contingency Operations, Combat Operations, or 

Other Significant Military Operations,” applies to 

all U.S. Government agencies using public funds 

for contractor-provided security functions at any 

tier during such operations. Although separate 

from the Montreux Document Initiative, the 

provisions of the final rule are entirely consistent 

with Montreux and promote a consistent, high 

standard for armed private security providers 

across the U.S. Government.  

 

It will come as no surprise that governments have 

relied on the private sector to provide security 

functions for many years – both in the United 

States and overseas. Over the last few years, 

Congress and the media have criticized the U.S. 

Government for its use and management of 

private security contractors (PSCs) in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. What has grabbed the headlines is 

the inappropriate behavior of PSCs in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, and allegations of the U.S. Govern-

ment’s lack of oversight and control. The media 

has not been so quick to point out that these 

PSCs undertake valuable tasks that enable relief, 

recovery, and reconstruction by protecting the 

people performing these activities from terrorists 

and other violent criminals. PSCs often put 

themselves in harm’s way to protect U.S. 

Government property and personnel who 

contribute to a region’s return to stability. The 

media has also failed to acknowledge the steps 

that the U.S. Government has taken and 

continues to take to improve the performance and 

oversight of PSCs. 

 

The final rule (32CFR159) was the result of a long 

and inclusive process that began in July of 2004, 

with a draft Interagency Policy Guidance for 

Contractor Security. Although that draft guidance 

was never promulgated, it formed the basis for the 

2005 Defense Instruction that covered contrac-

tors accompanying the force. The National 

Defense Authorization Act of 2008 included 

additional requirements for management of 

private security functions. Pursuant to this 

legislation, and to formalize U.S. Government-

wide policy and regulations for the selection, 

accountability, training, equipping, and conduct of 

PSCs, the Department of Defense (DoD) 

published an Interim final rule in the Federal 

Register. In recognition of the need to quickly 

close gaps in policy and ensure compliance with 

latest legislation, this policy came into effect the 

day it was published (July 17, 2009). The Defense 

Department implemented this interim rule 

through the issuance of Department of Defense 

Instruction 3020.50, PSCs Operating in Contin-

gency Operations, which was published in concert 

with the interim rule. A public consultation period 

began immediately upon publication of the 

Interim final rule. These comments included 

recommendations from ISOA, InterAction, other 

nongovernmental organizations and the American 

Bar Association. Summaries of these comments 

and the Department's response are included 

Afghan private security forces listen intently. Credit: Sgt. Derec Pierson, U.S. Army 

Lisa Hole and Christopher Mayer 

 

Lisa Hole is the Director of Policy and Reporting in the 
office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Program Support); Christopher Mayer is the Director for 
Private Security Contractor Policy and Programs at the 
Department of Defense.  
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within the background section of the final rule. 

 

During this long period of consultation and 

refinement, The National Defense Authorization 

Act of 2011 amended the 2008 legislation and 

expanded the scope from being limited to “areas 

of combat” to include areas of “other significant 

military operations.”  

 

The final rule (32CFR159) reflects updates in 

legislation and addresses the points raised during 

the public consultation. As the title indicates, it 

covers “Private Security Contractors Operating in 

Contingency Operations, Combat Operations or 

Other Significant Military Operations.” The rule 

came into effect September 9, 2011, and in a 

nutshell, it applies to all contractors who are paid 

by the U.S. Government and are required to carry 

a weapon to perform their duties. It includes 

contractors who guard personnel, facilities, sites 

or property. It applies to contractors and 

subcontractors at all tiers, including those funded 

through grants, such as USAID’s implementing 

partners. As with the Interim final rule, this final 

rule aims to increase the level of performance of 

private security providers, and to ensure there are 

consistent processes and standards across the 

various federal agencies. It specifically aims to 

ensure that the geographic combatant commander 

and the chief of mission provide consistent 

implementing procedures, and to strengthen 

consultation and coordination. It also aims to 

manage the risk of undesirable events, including 

violations of the law of war and other internation-

al law that would be contrary to U.S. interests and 

undermine the success of the U.S. or coalition 

mission. 

 

As was the case with the Interim final rule, 

specific areas covered by the final rule include 

requirements for personnel selection, training, 

arming authorization, incident reporting, use and 

accountability of equipment, and rules for the use 

of force. These requirements are consistent with 

and support the legal obligations and good 

practices recommended in the Montreux 

Document. The final rule goes beyond the 

Montreux Document, however, expanding the 

application outside of armed conflict to other 

operations where there is a high likelihood of 

violence. The Department of Defense revised 

DODI 3020.50 to implement these changes for 

the Defense Department. The current version of 

this instruction, published concurrently with the 

final rule, expands the requirements of 32CFR159, 

specifically applying them to peacekeeping, 

humanitarian assistance, and certain military 

exercises. 

 

The specific application of the Defense Instruc-

tion outside of armed conflict has generated 

particular interest from the stability industry, non-

governmental organizations, and the general 

public. From the perspective of the Defense 

Department, it does not represent a change from 

the previous instruction. It has not been the intent 

of the Defense Department to use PSCs as 

replacements for soldiers in combat. Rather, the 

proper role is, and always has been, to provide 

protection of people, property and activities 

outside of combat from unlawful violence. This 

violence is not limited to conditions of armed 

conflict, but is present in post-conflict environ-

ments, disasters, and any other situation where 

there has been a deterioration of the rule of law or 

other conditions that overwhelm the ability of 

police and other local government security 

functions. This was addressed in the previous 

version of the instruction, which, for the purposes 

of that instruction, used a definition of contingen-

cy operations which “include humanitarian or 

peacekeeping operations or other military 

operations or exercises.” As a result of public 

comment and legal review, however, and to meet 

the intent of the final rule, the revised instruction 

now specified these other circumstances in the 

title and text, rather than including them in the 

more obscure definition in the glossary.  The final 

rule itself uses the term coined by Congress in 

NDAA 2011: “Other Significant Military 

Operations.”  This too envisions the need for 

regulating these services outside of armed conflict, 

but is more restrictive than the Defense 

Department’s coverage. This more restrictive 

approach is appropriate as designation as “an area 

of other significant military operations” requires 

U.S. Government agencies under the Chief of 

Mission to follow Defense processes for oversight 

and control of PSCs. 

 

The publication of the final rule is a good step in 

the right direction, but more steps need to follow. 

Although DoD has already incorporated its 

requirements into the Defense supplement to the 

Federal Acquisition Regulation (DFAR), the 

Federal Acquisition Regulation itself needs to be 

updated. Another tool in improving the 

performance of security providers will be quality 

management standards for PSCs. These standards 

will provide auditable and measurable indicators 

that will indicate a company’s implementation of 

this Rule and supporting instructions and orders. 

This standard will be complete near or shortly 

after the publication of this article. Upon 

acceptance of this standard by the American 

National Standards Institute, DODI 3020.50 will 

be changed to require conformance to that 

standard. Changes to the DFAR will follow that 

will then lead to the incorporation of the standard 

into all DoD contracts for private security 

functions. Standards for independent audit and 

certification to these standards will follow. 

 

Although the requirements of the final rule are 

specific to the U.S. Government, this rule, and the 

supporting instructions and standards, are 

intended to raise the level of performance of 

private security functions in all high risk 

environments, regardless of client. In this way, it 

is one more step in implementing the vision 

described in the preamble to the Montreux 

Document and providing the necessary protection 

to those engaged in the distribution of aid, 

recovery, and reconstruction in hostile environ-

ments. ■ 
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National Security Ten Years After 9/11 

A conversation with the Honorable Michael Chertoff  

T 
HE HONORABLE MICHAEL 

CHERTOFF is chairman and co-founder 

at The Chertoff Group and senior of 

counsel at Covington & Burling LLP’s Washing-

ton, D.C. office. He previously served as secretary 

of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

(2005-2009). Secretary Chertoff also served as a 

federal judge in U.S. Court of Appeals for the 

Third Circuit (2003–2005) and as Assistant 

Attorney General for the Criminal Division of the 

U.S. Department of Justice (2001–2003). 

 

JIPO: Drawing on your experiences as secretary 

of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), 

what were your greatest accomplishments and 

challenges? 

 

Chertoff: We had a relatively new department at 

that time — about two years old — formed out of 

a number of different agencies drawn from 

different departments that had never worked 

together. The challenge was to bring them 

together into a single union, given that it was the 

government’s third largest department at the 

moment of its birth. I think we succeeded in 

getting it quite mature in terms of joint planning 

and joint operations, and generally raising the level 

of security in the domains which were part of 

DHS’s responsibility including borders, domestic 

infrastructure, domestic transportation, and 

communications.  

 

As a new department, the challenge was to bring 

what were well over a dozen systems and cultures 

into a single, integrated hub. This was at a time 

when we were still very much involved with 

activities for protecting the country. So, it was not 

like we were in a calm period where we could do a 

lot of structural work. We had to basically build 

and integrate a joint system within a department at 

a time when we were very active with ongoing 

threats and challenges, whether they were 

terrorism or natural disasters. 

 

 

JIPO: With reference to the response capacities 

of several private sector actors in the wake of 

recent disasters, notably Hurricane Katrina, what 

lessons have the U.S. government learned about 

coordinating disaster response and relief 

operations? 

Chertoff: There was a real transformation of the 

doctrine after Hurricane Katrina. Prior to 2005, 

the federal government played a very limited role 

in disaster recovery. There were basically two 

things the government did. One is through the 

National Guard, which is under the control of the 

governors, to provide rescue and relief operations 

— at times supported by the Department of 

Defense. The second thing is that the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), which 

became part of DHS, used to be almost like an 

insurance or claims agency. It would provide 

money to the states to allow for the purchase of 

commodities, and then would evaluate the damage 

after the storm and pay a certain amount of 

insurance or claims both to private individuals 

who had lost their property or suffered damage 

and to the governments to be able to repair 

infrastructure. FEMA and the federal government 

were not originally conceived as first response 

agencies.  

 

In Katrina, because the local and state govern-

ments were unable to actively mount a response, 

the federal government was thrust into the role of 

first responder, which was largely done through 

Secretary Chertoff addresses the troops in Afghanistan. Credit U.S. Army, Flickr 

Naveed Bandali  

 

Naveed Bandali is the Senior Analyst of the Information 
Operations Division at Pax Mondial Limited and the 
Contributing Editor of the Journal of International Peace 
Operations. 
He can be reached at Naveed.Bandali@paxmondial.com 
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agencies like the Coast Guard and to some extent 

the military, which was really not part of what 

FEMA’s capabilities were geared toward. I think 

after Katrina we made a decision that while the 

federal government would still defer to the states, 

it would develop an organic capability to respond 

if the states failed. And it would get much more 

involved in joint planning so that we could be 

sure that the states have the capability, authority, 

and doctrine to respond appropriately. 

 

 

JIPO: In this time of increasing financial austerity, 

many wonder if the United States can afford to 

sustain its expeditionary operations as the defense, 

diplomacy, and development budgets are cut. Is it 

time for mission discipline or learning how to do 

more with less? 

 

Chertoff: It is always time for mission discipline 

and it is not a bad thing to go through the exercise 

of saying what the goal is and what do we need to 

do. I think the great lesson of 9/11 is that the idea 

of disengaging from the rest of the world and that 

if you leave it alone it will leave you alone turns 

out not to be an accurate reflection of reality. 

When we pulled out of Afghanistan after the 

Soviets left and basically lost interest in the area, 

we created a set of conditions that at least in part 

gave rise to extremist groups, the Talibanization 

of Afghanistan, and the attacks on 9/11. And the 

idea that we can just pull out, be isolationist, and 

be harm free is a serious error. 

 

  

JIPO: The U.S. military footprint abroad is likely 

to decrease significantly between 2011 and 2014. 

It is expected that the private contractor footprint 

will expand to fill this gap. What are the 

implications of this shift? 

 

Chertoff: I agree that it is likely that there will be 

a transfer from the military to civilian authorities, 

and I think a lot of the work will be done by 

contractors because the U.S. government does not 

have the organic capability to surge or perform all 

the functions needed when doing relief, stability, 

and civil society work. In a way, it is efficient for 

the government to use contractors because they 

can be used as long as needed and then the 

contract is terminated — as opposed to 

employees that are with you until they retire. Now 

there will be some concern about quality control 

with the contractors and if they are performing 

functions that are inherently governmental, but I 

think this can be managed pretty well. And I think 

that the reputation contractors have of somehow 

being evil or villains in movies is really ill 

deserved. Much of the really good work in 

development overseas, for example in medical 

care and governance, has come from private 

contractors.   

 

 

JIPO: What are some key lessons that you draw 

from the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq? 

 

Chertoff: In many ways the hard part comes after 

major combat operations are over. You have to 

define what victory is. If victory is merely 

vanquishing the enemy in a set battle, then it is 

relatively straightforward. But if victory is leaving 

the conditions fundamentally altered so that the 

threat is eliminated, it is not just enough to kill the 

enemy. You have to leave something in its place 

that will no longer be a threat. At the end of the 

Second World War, we worked hard to create 

societies in the countries that had surrendered that 

would be resistant to becoming aggressors again. I 

think the lesson in Afghanistan and Iraq is that we 

probably underinvested in planning for what 

would happen after the initial major hostilities 

were completed. 

  

 

JIPO: With the ramped up drone strike 

campaigns in various terrorist havens, the May 

2011 killing of Osama bin Laden in Pakistan, and 

other recent “strategic blows” to the al-Qaeda 

leadership, are you worried about potential over-

confidence in ongoing  counter-terrorism efforts 

such that the U.S. public reverts to complacency?  

 

Chertoff: I am worried that some people are over

-eager to say “mission accomplished” or that 

“victory has been achieved.” Obviously, killing 

bin Laden is a very positive development, but I do 

not believe it eliminates the threat. Other 

generations of leaders, frankly who are perhaps 

even more dangerous, are rising in the ranks in 

Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia, and North Africa. 

Obviously, we have dealt some serious blows to al

-Qaeda, and we may have made it more difficult 

in the short-term for al-Qaeda to execute an 

attack along the scale of 9/11. That being said, we 

still have to contend with the risk of Mumbai-style 

attacks and certainly with even greater scale 

attacks if we let our guard down and say the 

problem is gone. I understand that people are 

tired of dealing with this threat. The difficulty is 

that the world of threats is not organized for our 

convenience and it does not go away if we lose 

patience with it. Our biggest challenge is that our 

enemies have a great deal of patience, very long 

memories, and are willing to nurse grievances over 

a number of decades. We just have to accommo-

date toward a sustainable security system that will 

address that.  

 

 

JIPO: Arguably, it was a failure of imagination 

and gaps in the national security and intelligence 

apparatus that allowed for the attacks on 9/11. 

However, President Obama says there is “no 

doubt” that the United States is now a safer place 

than a decade ago. Are there still areas where the 

United States and its allies have not adequately 

prepared for dealing with potential vulnerabilities 

and threats? 

 

Chertoff: I agree with the president: we are 

definitely safer than before, particularly against 

large-scale attacks. We need to continue to focus 

on homegrown terrorism, which I worry is an 

increasing problem. And I also worry about, 

perhaps in the medium to long term, attacks that 

will involve weapons of mass destruction — 

particularly biological or cyber attacks, which are 

not out of the realm of possibility over the next 

five or 10 years. We have invested some, but 

frankly, I think in recent years the tendency has 

been to invest less in those issues than we should, 

mainly because more people are spending time on 

the immediate threat. Certainly in the biological 

arena, we need a lot more investment.  

 

 

JIPO: Can you speak to specific issues of 

interagency coordination across the U.S. 
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government, from information sharing to 

redundant mandates to budget imbalance?  

 

Chertoff: I would say that it is better than it was 

and the most improved area is in information 

sharing, which while not perfect is significantly 

enhanced compared to 10 years ago. On the issue 

of budgeting and coordination, I think it is less 

developed. Frankly, we built a set of strategies 

about coordinating the federal government, which 

were resisted by some of the agencies because 

they felt it interfered with their prerogatives. We 

made some progress during the Bush administra-

tion in giving the secretary of Homeland Security 

the ability to coordinate national incidents. But 

there is always a tendency to backslide on that if 

you are not constantly pushing the agencies 

because there is a certain sense of turf protection. 

Likewise, budgeting is still done on an agency 

basis and there is an argument that we ought to 

have a national security budget that spans all the 

elements of national security, which would give us 

a more holistic view of where we are spending our 

money. 

 

 

JIPO: What institutional changes are needed to 

improve civil-military cooperation? 

 

Chertoff: Actually, I think civil-military coopera-

tion is quite good. And it got quite a bit better 

when I was in office between 2005-2009, to the 

point where the relationship between the civilian 

and military emergency authorities is quite good 

for we jointly plan and jointly exercise. That has 

created a great deal of improvement. Where you 

tend not to see it improve is in the agencies that 

are not normally focused on security. For 

example, while the public health agencies have an 

important role to play in certain kinds of 

situations, they tend to treat emergency issues as 

somewhat of a subsidiary mission. So, we have to 

make sure that even the agencies that do not 

consider themselves security-related know how to 

integrate with security agencies when there is a 

crisis.  

 

 

JIPO: The United Nations is planning a global 

threat review in light of recent, deadly incidents. 

According to Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, the 

United Nation’s “goal must be to stay, not leave, 

in difficult security conditions,” and that it must 

“manage risk, not become risk averse.” How do 

organizations operating in challenging environ-

ments shift away from risk aversion policies to 

risk management strategies? 

 

Chertoff: I agree with that statement. In other 

words, I think that if you are risk averse, you just 

pack up and leave; if you risk-manage, you stay, 

but reduce the risk and recognize you are not 

eliminating it. To be honest, the key element is the 

recruitment of people who understand that their 

job is not sitting behind a desk in New York, 

Geneva, or Abuja. The people going into the field 

will be exposed to a certain amount of risk. They 

have to be trained and given a clear set of 

expectations of what might happen. Then you 

have to build into the deployment capability an 

ability to protect your people. This sometimes 

means hiring bodyguards or security, which may 

be a little contrary to the U.N. message or 

orientation toward peace, but the reality is that the 

terrorists and insurgents tend to focus on 

development personnel and peacekeepers 

precisely because they recognize the strategic 

value of chasing these targets out of critical areas.  

 

JIPO: As we commemorate the tenth anniversary 

of the 9/11 attacks, what are some key policy 

recommendations you have for the Obama 

administration with respect to national security 

and crisis management? 

 

Chertoff: I think there has been a lot of 

continuity between the focus of the Obama 

administration and that of the Bush administra-

tion, which I applaud and think is a testament to 

the fact that, notwithstanding political differences, 

most Americans have a relatively unified view 

about how to deal with security. I do think that 

we have to complete some of the tasks that have 

been undertaken. That includes continuing to fully 

develop and deploy cyber security measures, to 

invest in chemical and biological countermeasures 

to potential attacks, to push the agencies to work 

in a more coordinated way, and to plan and train 

for new emergencies. So, it is not so much a 

matter of a new recommendation, as it is 

continuing to be focused on the objectives that 

were set and mapped over the past ten years. It 

may be tempting during a period of budget 

restraint to just focus domestically, but I can tell 

you that if we do not invest, not only in the 

military, but in developing civil society and the 

rule of law around the world, we are going to 

increasingly see that pockets of foreign disorder 

have a very direct and dangerous impact on our 

own country. And this is why I think we cannot 

afford to abandon efforts to raise global levels of 

development and governance. ■ 
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R 
ECENT media reports coming out of 

Libya warn of thousands of shoulder-fired 

missiles missing from Moammar Qadaffi’s 

armories, which were overrun and looted during 

the popular uprising. An Associated Press report 

in June indicated that the United States is paying 

British and Swiss mine-clearing groups to find the 

missing antiaircraft missiles and keep them from 

falling into the hands of terrorist groups. The fear 

is that terrorists would use them against civilian 

airplanes. The report goes on to say that the 

Libyan military had amassed on the order of 

20,000 Man Portable Air Defense Systems 

(MANPADS) before the rebels started their 

offensive in March.  

 

Development began on shoulder-fired, infrared-

guided weapons during the 1950s and 60s to 

provide military ground units with an effective 

anti-aircraft capability that they could carry on the 

battlefield. The objective was a light-weight, 

highly portable weapon that was easy to use and 

deadly to aircraft. What evolved were 

MANPADS, or shoulder-fired, heat-seeking 

missiles. They first appeared in military operations 

in Vietnam; different iterations include the U.S. 

red eye and the Soviet Strela (the Russian word 

for arrow). The latter is NATO-codenamed SA-7. 

Little time passed before these weapons fell into 

the hands of terrorists, who first used them to 

target the military. Then, as their tactics changed, 

they used them against civilian airplanes. During 

the 1993 U.S. campaign in Somalia, Civil Reserve 

Air Fleet (CRAF) supply missions into Mogadishu 

had to be suspended and replaced by military 

transports, approaching and departing only over 

water, due to the MANPADS threat. The most 

widely known attacks are, of course, the 2002 

attempt against an Arkia Airlines plane loaded 

with vacationers departing Mombasa, Kenya; and 

the DHL Airbus 300 that was shot down when 

departing Bagdad in 2003. In fact, the U.S. 

government has accounted for around 40 civilian 

airplanes that have been attacked with 

MANPADS since 1972, with approximately 600 

fatalities. These attacks did not attract much 

attention in the United States until the Mombasa 

attempt because most had occurred in combat 

zones. 

 

It is hard to imagine, but to further their cause 

terrorists have even used MANPADS to down 

civilian aircraft on relief and peacekeeping 

missions. Belarusian IL-76 Flight EW-78826, 

carrying Ugandan peacekeepers, was heavily 

damaged by a shoulder-fired weapon in March 

2007 while landing at Mogadishu. Later that 

month Belarusian IL-76 Flight EW-78849 was 

dispatched to Mogadishu to deliver equipment 

and engineers to salvage the previously damaged 

aircraft. It took off on the afternoon of March 

23rd, carrying eleven people to Minsk with a 

refueling stop in Djibouti, but never made it. 

Belarusian EW-78849 crashed shortly after takeoff 

when a wing exploded from a hit by a 

MANPADS fired from a farmer’s market. All 

eleven on board perished. As a result, in April 

2007, the FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

prohibited all U.S. air carriers, commercial 

Insight 

The Terrorist Threat to  
Peacekeeping Operations  
A single weapon can cause a myriad of damage – but it is preventable 

Jack Pledger  

 

Jack Pledger is a retired U.S. Air Force colonel with 
Northrop Grumman’s Land and Self Protection Systems 
Division.  
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operators, and U.S.-registered aircraft from flights 

within the territory and airspace of Somalia below 

20,000 feet.  

 

The MANPADS is a weapon of choice for 

terrorists because of its unique characteristics. It 

is, by design, light-weight, easily concealed, and 

simple to operate. Once fired, it guides on the 

target aircraft by means of the heat the engines 

produce and does not require the shooter to 

maintain track. In fact, after the missile is 

launched, the shooter merely removes the grip 

stock and discards the launch tube from which the 

missile was fired. The shooter can then leave the 

scene or pick up another round, attach the grip 

stock and fire another missile. According to 

current counts, as few as 500,000 to over 750,000 

of these missiles exist, with the older models 

available on the black market for as little as 

$5,000. There are at least 27 terrorist organiza-

tions that possess MANPADS, and some have the 

most sophisticated, third-generation missiles.  

 

The threat against commercial airlines 

 

Commercial airlines are particularly vulnerable to 

the MANPADS threat because they can be 

attacked at any time they are within approximately 

15,000 feet of the ground. Normally, arriving and 

departing airplanes are less than 15,000 feet above 

ground anywhere from 25 miles to 75 miles from 

the airport, which makes it impossible to patrol 

arrival and departure corridors on the ground. In 

the case of a 25-mile approach, there would be 

about 600 square miles of space that would have 

to be patrolled per runway to ensure that there 

was no terrorist threat to arriving and departing 

aircraft.  

 

Following the 2002 MANPADS attempt on the 

Arkia Airlines Boeing 757, the U.S. Department 

of Homeland Security (DHS) embarked on a three

-phase program in January 2004 to adapt military 

technology into a system to protect commercial 

aircraft called Counter-MANPADS, or C-

MANPADS, which concluded in September 2009. 

From a broad field of defense industry representa-

tives, two firms were down-selected over the 

course of the program to build and flight test self-

protection MANPADS countermeasures systems 

for commercial aircraft derived from their existing 

military designs. Live fire tests against real 

MANPADS missiles were conducted and several 

thousand hours of flight time were accumulated 

on commercial aircraft, proving that these systems 

could both protect commercial airplanes and be 

operated in the commercial carrier environment 

without adding significant cost and complexity to 

daily operations. During this time, however, no 

commercial aircraft were attacked with a 

MANPADS and interest in spending millions on 

self-protection systems waned. The report 

submitted to Congress recommended no further 

action.  

 

Innovations 

 

Under the DHS C-MANPADS program, 

Northrop Grumman Corporation developed the 

Guardian™ commercial antimissile system, which 

uses the company’s laser-based directional 

infrared countermeasures (DIRCM) military 

technology in a bolt-on system for civilian airline 

self-protection. This technology has proven to be 

the most robust defense against even the most 

capable of the MANPADS missiles. This same 

capability has been repackaged into an airline-

friendly system that can be bolted onto a 

commercial airliner in as little as ten minutes, once 

the airplane has been modified to accept the 

system. Once installed, the system protects the 

airplane no matter where it flies and without any 

action by the crew. 

 

The Guardian™ system operates by detecting a 

missile approaching the airplane through a series 

of sensors placed around the device to give it a 

full 360° field of view. Once the missile has been 

detected, information about the threat is passed to 

a small turret that contains a special infrared 

camera that locks onto the missile and tracks it. 

The system processor, or electronic brain, runs a 

series of tests to determine if the object that has 

been identified is actually a threat missile or 

something on the ground that appears to be a 

threat, such as a sun glint from a glass building. 

The system will disregard false targets called 

background clutter, but will transmit an invisible 

beam of eye-safe infrared energy to jam the 

guidance signal of a threat missile.  

 

Before a self-protection system containing U.S. 

military technology can be used on commercial 

airplanes, International Traffic in Arms Regula-

tions (ITAR) restrictions will have to be 

addressed. Currently, ITAR prohibits the use of 

these systems on commercial carriers. A change to 

this policy, much like the ITAR approval to allow 

GPS for commercial use, will have to be 

implemented for Guardian™ technology to be 

used to protect commercial air carriers.  

 

Although the application of infrared countermeas-

ures systems on commercial airliners is something 

new, Northrop Grumman has been developing 

systems to defeat the MANPADS threat for the 

military for more than 50 years. The current 

DIRCM system is installed on more than 450 

aircraft representing 50 different aircraft types – 

both fixed and rotary wing. ■ 
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Vetting Subcontractors 

Implementing a risk-based evaluation framework  

I 
T is Friday afternoon at Dysnomia Industries 

headquarters. You are the only one left in the 

office after a very long week. Just as you are 

putting your laptop in your bag to head for the 

door, you get an urgent phone call from your 

Afghanistan in-country manager. He informs you 

that he has very strong reason to suspect one of 

the main subcontractors on your largest 

construction project is funneling money to the 

Taliban. He is in touch with government sources 

that confirm this with credible intelligence and is 

being directed to stop all payments to this 

organization immediately. This subcontractor 

provides 65 percent of your current local labor 

force. You are approximately half way through 

your project, moving into a critical phase over the 

next month. You fear your company is now 

significantly exposed – legally, financially, and 

politically. 

 

 

Contracting in Contingency and Stability 

Operations Environments 

 

Let’s leave Dysnomia for a few minutes and 

discuss contracting in the contingency and 

stability operations environment. Conflict, 

contracting, and the use of local and third country 

labor have gone hand-in-hand almost as long as 

the history of conflict itself. The Roman Empire 

in mid-fourth century BCE provides one example: 

The engineers of Rome built an unparalleled 

network of roads. As Rome’s legions expanded 

her boundaries, they used local labor from the 

newly acquired territory to build roads and 

improve infrastructure. Sometimes, work was 

done under agreement, other times it was forced.  

 

To put this into context, not only are contingency 

and stability operations unlikely to decrease in the 

coming decade, one could argue that they are 

likely to increase. Even casual observers can 

recognize upheaval along many fault lines. North 

Africa’s Arab Spring, the birth of South Sudan, 

earthquakes, hurricanes and other natural disasters 

in conjunction with an increase in population 

along the world’s littoral regions; all forecast the 

need for both immediate and effective contingen-

cy operations, as well as longer term stability 

efforts to assist developing countries in dealing 

with destabilizing events or actors.  

 

There are, however, changes to note. The world 

has grown in two principle ways, precipitating 

fundamental changes in the sphere of U.S. 

contracting in the years ahead. First, the United 

States and her NATO allies are war weary. After a 

decade of conflict, their respective citizenry have 

grown tired of seeing so many resources spent 

abroad when there are so many issues to deal with 

at home. It is this homefront landscape that is 

critical to understanding contingency operations 

in the future. The United States’ deficit spending 

and the commission that meets to deal with long -

A U.S. soldier meets with contractors from a private security company to assess forward security during a  mission to the district center of Waghez. Credit: isafmedia, Flickr  
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Contact them at info@securitycontracting.net. 
 
ISOA welcomes SCN as a new member. 
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term debt issues are but two examples of belt-

tightening across the world.  

 

Within the context of these macro events, not 

only the U.S. government, but also the larger 

international community, are moving quickly on a 

number of fronts to increase oversight, control, 

and transparency over how, where, and on whom 

tax payer dollars are spent. Special emphasis is 

placed on those dollars spent abroad on 

development, contingency and stability opera-

tions, and the ethical behavior and standards 

adhered to by those contracted to do that work. 

Recent evidence of this trend includes:  

 

August 2009: The Montreux Document on 

Private Military Security Companies. November 

2010: International Code of Conduct for 

Private Security Providers (ICOC-PSP).  

 

May 2011: The Department of Defense’s Use 

of Private Security Contractors in Afghanistan 

and Iraq: Background, Analysis and Options for 

Congress. 

 

August 2011: Transforming Wartime Contract-

ing: Controlling Costs, Reducing Risk - 

Commission on Wartime Contracting (CWC) in 

Iraq and Afghanistan.  

 

ASIS’s forthcoming standard on Private 

Security Contractors, in development at the 

behest of the Department of Defense, in 

conjunction with the ICOC-PSP. 

 

The illegal and unethical actions of a few 

companies have galvanized significant, negative 

public opinion of the private contracting industry. 

In regard to poor business practices and misused 

funds, we may be talking about more than just a 

few bad apples. The CWC estimates that $31 

billion to as much as $60 billion has been wasted 

in Iraq and Afghanistan (data to support those 

numbers is forthcoming). The sheer magnitude of 

the accusation indicates that this problem is bigger 

than just a few poorly operated companies; it may 

be a systemic issue with significant implications.  

 

So what are the implications of all this? 

 

In the future, successful contractors in contingen-

cy and stability operations environments must be 

adept at executing global projects, with local and 

third country national labor. Gone are the days of 

the “Get it done at any cost and just let us know 

when it’s done” mentality of many lower quality 

contracting companies. These companies must 

become proficient at managing safe and effective 

projects. 

 

For the betterment of all companies, those of 

lower quality and those already performing well, 

the client-side of contracting looks to be 

improving. The future will see an increased 

number of government controls and controllers 

who will oversee activities and, if necessary, 

interdict projects that are not functioning 

correctly. Competition for projects will improve 

and with that the stakes will increase. Those who 

find themselves afoul of the more vigilant 

oversight mechanisms will do so at their peril, in 

the form of business and legal penalties as well as 

missed opportunities for future business.  

 

Companies will be asked to do more for less. A 

solid project management methodology integrated 

with procurement management strategies will be 

critical to running an effective business.  

 

The risks associated with executing international 

projects using local and third country support can 

be daunting. Perhaps this is part of the reason 

why so many contractors have failed to increase 

the rigor of proper procurement planning. Most 

risks relevant to contracting overseas in a remote 

or austere environment are largely known and 

therefore can be quantified.  

 

Subcontractor risk is not a topic unique to 

contingency and stability operations. Nearly all 

advanced industries, such as automotive, 

aerospace, and information technology, have 

employed formal risk matrices and used tools in 

procurement planning activities, including vendor 

selection and subsequent management of 

subcontractors. Quality, service, reliability, pricing 

and terms are common filters through with 

subcontractors are often assessed, selected and 

managed. The type of and severity of risks 

inherent to procurement planning and manage-

ment are unique to the contingency and stability 

operations environment. 

 

Recommendations for employing a risk-based 

framework for vetting subcontractors 

 

Consistently utilizing a risk-based framework for 

evaluating potential overseas subcontractors will 

reduce risk, increase profitability, and strategically 

position an organization for success in tomor-

row’s contingency environment. 

 

Potential overseas subcontractors need to be 

evaluated against a set of risk criteria that cover 

multiple domains such as organization, project, 

environment, and end-user. This evaluation 
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should yield results allowing for a subjective, 

thoughtful business decision on which subcon-

tractors can rely. 

 

Creating a risk-based framework for vetting 

overseas subcontractors does not happen 

overnight. Rather, the process includes a series of 

inter-related activities. Here are five recommenda-

tions for implementing a risk-based framework 

for vetting subcontractors in any organization: 

 

Implement a project management methodology 

organization-wide: A good project management 

methodology is the foundation of any subcontrac-

tor vetting process. It not only increases the 

effectiveness of individual projects, but it also 

provides a structure for evaluating the potential 

reward of a project versus its risks. It allows 

decision-makers to see if project outcomes align 

with the organization’s strategic goals.  

 

Dedicate procurement resources to vetting 

overseas subcontractors: Dedicating resources to 

vetting overseas subcontractors will allow 

organizations to direct training dollars, instill 

accountability, streamline the decision making 

process and apply selection criteria consistently.  

 

Ensure that those responsible for procurement 

planning and management have the organizational 

weight and authority to provide meaningful input 

during opportunity qualification, and throughout 

the entire project’s lifecycle.  

 

Document a set of organizationally relevant risks 

related to using overseas subcontractors based on 

procurement lessons-learned and current research. 

There are numerous online sources of data 

available for cross-checking the health and 

reputation of global business entities. Even still, 

there is no substitute for establishing in-person 

relationships with potential local subcontractors 

and asking tough questions. 

Use these risks to create a subcontractor 

evaluation matrix. The output of this matrix can 

be a quantitative result allowing for an objective 

analysis of potential overseas subcontractors.  

 

 Group these risks into categories such as: 

 

Political - View this category from the perspective 

of the home country, host country, and affected 

third countries. Are potential subcontractors 

actually or perceived to be in league with rogue or 

even politically controversial individuals, 

organizations, tribes or government entities within 

the host nation? 

 

Ethical/Legal - Have potential subcontractors 

been known to operate outside legal and ethical 

boundaries? Are there local legal consequences if 

the subcontractor defaults? Are there legal 

consequences at home? 

 

Subcontractor Competence - Has the subcontrac-

tor demonstrated past performance performing 

this work in this type of environment before? 

Does the subcontractor have a record of 

measured quality?  

 

Health and Safety - Are there risks to project team 

member health and safety? Are there security 

implications in working with a potential 

subcontractor?  

 

Financial - What happens to your project financial 

plan if this subcontractor defaults? How is this 

subcontractor being paid? What mechanism does 

the subcontractor have in place to pay wages to 

local labor on the project site? 

 

Consistently employing a risk-based framework 

for evaluating potential overseas subcontractors 

will reduce your overall risk and improve project 

performance. Subcontractor vetting processes 

should rest on a solid foundation of project 

management methodology and procurement best 

practices. 

 

Monday afternoon, Dysnomia Industries 

 

After meeting with your management team and 

government representatives for two and a half 

days, the outlook of your situation has improved 

somewhat. You still plan on letting this particular 

subcontractor go and face the task of finding 

another in order to complete the project. 

Additionally, Dysnomia Industries has learned a 

great deal from this lesson. While you understand 

there is never a “risk-free” scenario when using 

overseas subcontractors, your organization has 

made much progress in reducing the risk of using 

local subcontractors in a contingency and stability 

operations environment. ■ 

 

Footnote 

[1] For more information on Malcolm Knowles, 

vis it http://www.infed.org/thinkers/et -

knowl.htm 
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The Band-Aid Has Been Pulled Off  

Palestine’s quest for statehood 

T 
HE United States of America has 

undoubtedly put more time and effort 

into solving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 

than any other.  

 

When Hillary Clinton became Secretary of State, 

she called for a "smart power" strategy in the 

Middle East. "We must use…the full range of 

tools at our disposal – diplomatic, economic, 

military, political, legal, and cultural – picking the 

right tool, or combination of tools, for each 

situation," she said. "With smart power, 

diplomacy will be the vanguard of foreign policy." 

 

Diplomacy is definitely something America has 

utilized lately. Palestine’s U.N. statehood bid has 

led to global diplomacy on an enormous scale. 

From the personal to media and everything in 

between, the events of recent weeks and months 

have secured its place in political science courses 

taught in universities around the world.  

 

One such diplomatic tool America has used 

frequently is humanitarian aid diplomacy. America 

personally donates a yearly bilateral package of 

over $200 million in direct budgetary assistance, 

over $100 million in non-lethal security assistance 

in the West Bank and over $300 million to NGOs 

for project assistance. On top of this, America is 

the largest donor to U.N. Relief for Palestine 

Refugees ($268 million in 2009).  

 

In previous articles, I discussed Barack Obama’s 

predicament regarding the U.N. Security Council 

veto of the Palestinian bid. Should he support 

Israel’s prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu and 

the potent U.S.-Israel lobby? Or does he support 

other old allies in the Middle East? Then there are 

his newer allies (like Qatar, which hosts Centcom, 

the U.S. military command center for the Middle 

East and Central Asia). How long will they 

support the Obama administration if it vetoes 

Palestine’s bid? And, finally, Obama cannot 

neglect relations with states that have recognized 

the state of Palestine since 1988. 

 

Fast-forward to today and the Obama administra-

tion has made its choice, and that is Tel Aviv. A 

student asked me to explain the US-Israel 

connection and the fact of the matter is, I 

couldn’t. I told him it is a psychological bond that 

is almost impossible to understand and even 

harder to break. It is similar to the US-UK 

“special relationship,” as described by Obama 

during his visit to London.  

 

It already appears that Arab leaders are filling 

Palestine’s American humanitarian aid void. U.S. 

ally Saudi Arabia, for instance, decided to channel 

$200 million in aid to the Palestinians and it is 

likely other oil rich Arab nations will follow suit. 

However, there is something that most countries 

around the world agree on: peace needs to be 

negotiated directly between Israel and Palestine.  

 

Hamas and Fatah 

 

One of the crucial issues here is the relationship 

between Hamas and Fatah, which is strained, to 

say the least. Mahmoud Abbas’ Fatah organiza-

tion holds the West Bank while Hamas controls 

the Gaza strip. They signed a preliminary 

agreement on reconciliation during talks in Cairo 

A people in search of a nation in Tuwani, Palestine. Credit: Jill Granberg, Flickr 

Dr. Scott Firsing 

Dr. Scott Firsing is an international studies lecturer at 
Monash South Africa. He also serves as president of 
Young People in International Affairs (YPIA) based in 
Johannesburg and as an ambassador for Young 
Professionals in Foreign Policy (YPFP), based in 
Washington DC.  
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in April, hoping to pave the way for an interim 

government. However, Hamas, the more 

dominant of two Palestinian political groups, 

maintains that neither a U.N. application nor 

direct negotiations with Israel would give the 

Palestinian people "what they're looking for."  

 

This lack of unity has worried many around the 

world. However, thanks to Abba’s actions at the 

United Nations and his shying away from the 

West, we have witnessed a sign of improved 

relations between the two parties. Fatah has now 

decided to resume unity talks with its counterpart 

in order to form a new government.  

 

From the Israeli point of view, Hama’s founding 

charter still calls for the Jewish state's destruction. 

Netanyahu recently said in a meeting with Mideast 

Quartet envoy Tony Blair, "How is it possible to 

achieve peace with a government, half of which 

calls for the destruction of Israel and even praises 

the arch-murderer Osama Bin Laden?” 

 

On the other hand, a confidential Israeli Foreign 

Ministry report obtained by Haaretz counters 

Netanyahu and advises that the creation of a 

Fatah-Hamas unity government would offer Israel 

a strategic opportunity. The report’s argument is 

sound given that a unity government could help 

curb Hama’s unwillingness to recognize Israel. 

The authors of the report, career Israeli diplomats 

from the ministry's policy planning division, also 

believe that a more positive approach to 

Palestinian reconciliation efforts would help to 

improve relations between Jerusalem and 

Washington. "Israel must be a team player and 

coordinate its response to a Palestinian unity 

government with the administration," the report 

states. "This will empower the United States and 

serve Israeli interests." 

 

Borders, East Jerusalem and West Bank 

Construction 

 

Obama told the State Department in May 2011 

that America endorses the Palestinians' demand 

for their future state to be based on the borders 

that existed before the 1967 war. The 1967 lines 

refer to the armistice lines drawn when Israel 

captured the West Bank and East Jerusalem from 

Jordan, and Gaza from Egypt, as well as other 

land. This expanded the country’s territory 

beyond the “Green Line” borders delineated by 

the 1949 armistice between Israel and its 

neighbors. 

 

Netanyahu responded to Obama’s speech by 

saying Israel was prepared to make “generous 

compromises to peace,” but they could not go 

back to the 1967 borders. Netanyahu maintained 

that the 1967 lines were "indefensible” and the 

old lines did not take into account the 

"demographic changes that have taken place over 

the last 44 years." Abbas, on the other hand, 

welcomed Obama’s proposal. Some Hamas 

leaders have said they could accept a Palestinian 

state in the 1967 borders, but that it would be a 

temporary arrangement. 

 

One of the key issues of the border dispute is the 

West Bank settlement construction. An estimated 

500,000 Israeli settlers currently live in the West 

Bank. Palestinians say the settlements, built on 

land Israel captured in the Six Day War, denies 

them a viable state. Israel maintains historic and 

Biblical links to the area, more commonly known 

by their Hebrew names Judea and Samaria. U.S.-

brokered peace talks collapsed just over a year 

ago, after Netanyahu refused to extend a 10-

month limited moratorium on construction. 

 

In general, local Israelis do not see the construc-

tion as an “obstacle to peace.” They see all of the 

vacant land in between Arab villages, mile after 

mile of verdant green hillside that is totally 

uninhabited. While the number of residents 

remains high, the areas they live in are geograph-

ically small. Israelis are also concerned that a 

Palestinian state inside of the 1949 armistice line 

(the Green/’67 line) simply will not suffice for 

many Palestinians and more would be demanded. 

 

Another concern that needs to be taken into 

account is the people actually living in these areas 

and their preferences once a Palestinian state is 

formed. A recent survey by Pechter Polls, in 

collaboration with the Council of Foreign 

Relations, explored: 

 

“The attitudes of Palestinian Arabs, living in all 19 

neighborhoods of East Jerusalem, about their 

satisfactions and dissatisfactions with life in East 

Jerusalem, and their concerns and anticipated 

benefits of having their neighborhood become 

part of a new Palestinian state, or alternatively, 

having their neighborhood become an interna-

tionally recognized part of Israel and its residents 

become full Israeli citizens.”[1]  

 

The survey revealed that only 30 percent would 

choose Palestinian citizenship, 35 percent Israeli 

citizenship, and 35 percent were undecided or 

declined to answer. The surveyors also asked if 

“most people in your neighborhood” would 

prefer to become citizens of Israel or Palestine: 31 

percent estimated Palestinian citizenship, 39 

percent Israeli citizenship, and 30 percent were 

not sure or did not answer. Unsurprisingly, local 

Israelis find it strange that a great proportion of 

the 270,000 Arabs who live in East Jerusalem are 

not very enthusiastic about joining a future 

Palestine state. 

 

On the other hand, current life in Palestine is 

filled with unimaginable inconvenience and 

violence for most people. According to my 

colleague, “Palestine can be described as the 
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The physical barrier to statehood.  
Credit: Matt Shafer, Flickr 
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Education in Afghanistan 

Education is the key to a successful transition in Afghanistan  

T 
HE word “transition” often punctu-

ates official and media reports about 

Afghanistan’s international partners 

that are preparing to draw down their military 

presence and transfer their security responsi-

bilities to the government of Afghanistan. This 

process is currently underway and should be 

completed by the end of 2014. In order to 

ensure the irreversibility of this transitional 

period, it is imperative that democracy is 

institutionalized and the development of 

Afghanistan is promoted through education 

and not just military efforts alone.  

 

At the time of publishing, the Afghan people 

feel that the international community is overly 

concerned with the military transition and is 

neglecting efforts to consolidate civilian 

sectors such as education that are critical to 

Afghanistan’s long-term security and 

development. Without a productive economy 

supported by an educated work force, 

Afghanistan is incapable of modernizing or 

maintaining a fully professional, volunteer 

military to defend the country. Shortchanging 

the development priorities of Afghanistan will 

not only undermine the current stabilization 

efforts, but will also erase the decade of 

progress made by Afghans and the internation-

al community in securing the country. 

It is a universal fact that the education sector 

constitutes the backbone of any peaceful and 

prosperous society. Without education and 

employment opportunities, Afghanistan’s 

“youth bulge” will continue to expand, 

providing a fertile ground for organized crime 

and violent extremism to flourish, thereby 

endangering international peace and security. 

Through an educated populous, the values of 

democracy and liberty can be institutionalized 

more effectively thus ensuring the protection 

of basic human rights, particularly those of 

women who suffered the most under the 

Taliban’s gender apartheid.  

 

Since the fall of the Taliban ten years ago, 

Afghanistan has made significant progress in 

reforming its education system.  In 2002, after 

a decade of Taliban rule, the newly established 

Afghan government inherited an obsolete and 

dysfunctional education system. Afghanistan, a 

country of some 30 million people — 70 

percent of whom are less than 25 years of age 

— reported in 2002 that less than one million 

students attended its 3,400 crumbling schools. 

Even worse, some 20,000 mostly undertrained 

male teachers taught from substandard 

textbooks or simply dictated to students — 

not even lectured — material from outdated 

notes. The number of students at Afghani-

stan’s once vibrant teacher training colleges 

decreased to 400, while only 1,500 students 

were enrolled in technical and vocational 

schools, which lacked electricity, basic facilities 

or instruments. At the same time, religious 

schools, or Madrassas, had some 200 

radicalized students, and lacked a formal 

curriculum to provide the students with 

progressive education in Islam.  

 

Moreover, enrollment in tertiary or higher 

education had been deteriorating since the 

Afghan girls attend school for the first time. Credit: Canada in Afghanistan, Flickr 

M. Ashraf Haidari  

M. Ashraf Haidari is the Deputy Assistant National 
Security Advisor of Afghanistan. 
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early 1990s when Afghanistan had some 

24,333 university students. By 1995 and 2001, 

the total number of students had fallen to 

17,370 and 7,881 respectively. At the time, the 

enrollment rate in tertiary education was 

among the lowest in the world with less than 2 

percent of the population over 25 years of age 

having received a secondary education. 

 

Since 2002, Afghanistan has seen a significant 

increase in the enrollment of students, the 

recruitment and training of male and female 

teachers, and the reconstruction or construc-

tion of schools across the country because of 

the government’s efforts and international aid.  

This combined progress has allowed nearly 7 

million children — including 2.5 million girls 

— to go back to school. With the direct 

assistance and participation of the Afghan 

people, who continue to contribute their 

private land and volunteer their time to build 

new schools in their respective communities, 

over 4,500 school buildings have been 

constructed, each equipped with basic learning 

and recreational facilities.  

 

In the meantime, the number of teachers has 

increased eight fold to 170,000, some 30 

percent of whom are women. To meet the 

increasing demand for access to education, 

Afghanistan now boasts 42 teacher training 

centers — with at least one center in each of 

the country’s 34 provinces. To bolster this 

effort, the Afghan government operates 73 

district teacher training resource centers to 

train over 42,000 new and existing teacher-

students. By the end of 2009, these combined 

efforts have enabled some 100,000 students to 

graduate from grade 12, while over 250,000 

adults have attended a nine-month literacy 

program every year since 2001. And enroll-

ment in higher education has also increased, 

reaching 62,000 students at 22 universities 

across Afghanistan in 2009.  

 

Although, these significant reforms are 

impressive, much work remains unaccom-

plished. Afghanistan still needs long-term 

financial and technical assistance to consoli-

date and sustain these gains. The ministry of 

education is unable to pay the salaries of its 

teachers and half of its 14,000 primary and 

secondary schools in Afghanistan lack 

buildings. This shortcoming forces children to 

study outdoors under trees and in tents. 

Similarly, the higher education sector is even 

more underdeveloped. The total budget 

allocated to operate 22 universities in 2009 was 

$35 million, averaging about $1.5 million per 

institution. Indeed, no university can provide 

quality education with such limited resources. 

 

The international community must reconsider 

their military and civilian assistance to 

Afghanistan in order to ensure a successful 

transition. Focusing on the military transition 

alone is akin to “putting the cart before the 

horse.” This counterproductive momentum 

must be reversed. Investing in the education of 

Afghans must top the transition agenda. 

Without institutionalized peace through 

education, we will have collectively failed the 

Afghan people who continue to bear the brunt 

of ongoing conflicts and violence. Hence, now 

is the time to change course and move in the 

right direction for securing Afghanistan’s 

future through educational reform. ■ 
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world’s biggest open aired prison in the world.” 

Unlike the Israelis, they are fighting occupation. 

Their goal is freedom; citizenship is secondary. 

Enough said.  

 

What’s Next? 

 

Peace talks will likely continue with various 

diplomatic actors involved, such as representa-

tives from the United Nations, the United States, 

Russia and the European Union, better known as 

the Middle East "Quartet." I believe all parties are 

hoping for a breakthrough in the next six months 

or so. 

 

Obama has said he supports Palestinian 

statehood, despite his voting against the U.N. bid. 

Netanyahu has said he supports a Palestinian state 

if his country’s security can be guaranteed and the 

Palestinians recognize Israel as the state of the 

Jewish people. 

 

Overall, Palestine and its quest for statehood can 

best be described as a ‘cut.’ Abba’s move at the 

United Nations was bold and determined, and in 

his mind, he was pulling off the band-aid in order 

for the wound to get some air. If the timing is 

right, pulling the band-aid off will help “the 

infection” and will “speed the healing process.” 

However, an exposed wound is also vulnerable to 

further infection -- even cell death. Right now it is 

too early to tell if the cut’s infection is spreading 

or if it is closer to being healed. ■ 

 

Footnote 

[ 1] Field work was conducted in November 2010 

by a West Bank based Palestinian polling firm, the 

Palestinian Center for Public Opinion, headed by 

Dr. Nabil Kukali, using in‐home, face‐to‐face 

interviews with a representative sample of 1,039 

East Jerusalemites. 
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Afghan boys work together to finish their assignment. Credit: Canada in Afghanistan, Flickr 
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W 
HO isn’t pleased that Qadaffi’s regime 

in Libya is no more? But be careful 

what you wish for: A number of 

governments in sub-Saharan Africa may have 

mixed feelings about Libya’s overwhelmingly 

popular participation in the Arab Spring wave of 

revolutions. 

 

Within a few years of his coming to power in 

1969, Moamar Qadaffi began interfering in 

Africa’s internal affairs on a large scale. The 

period of 1975 to 1988 was marked by Qadaffi’s 

support of revolution around the world. If Libya 

could have a successful revolution that overthrew 

a reactionary monarchy, then the people of every 

other country that yearned for a revolution 

deserved support and encouragement. So thought 

the “beloved leader” of the Libyan people.  

 

Qadaffi’s revolutionary vision was combined with 

an intense hatred for the state of Israel, as well as 

a tremendous distrust of the United States, Israel’s 

main source of support. Thus, Qadaffi’s support 

for revolution overlapped with his financing of 

anti-Israel and anti-American terrorism. The best 

examples of Qadaffi’s revolutionary activities 

outside of the Middle East and Africa were in 

Northern Ireland, where the anti-British Irish 

Republican Army (IRA) received money and 

supplies from Libya, and in the southern 

Philippines, where Islamist rebels received Libyan 

help to sustain an insurgency against the national 

government. 

 

In late 1979, American satellite imagery discov-

ered camps in Libya that were designed to train 

insurgents from countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Potential fighters were recruited to be trained by 

Libyan embassies throughout Africa. The most 

famous graduate of this program was Charles 

Taylor, the leader of insurgents who invaded 

Liberia in December 1989, and subsequently took 

power in 1997 after a long and bloody civil war. 

Qadaffi also provided money and arms to 

disaffected tribes in the northern reaches of the 

Sahel in Mali, Niger, and Chad.  

 

Qadaffi sent his own Libyan troops into Chad in 

1985 in order to impose his own puppet regime. 

These forces suffered humiliation in 1987, when 

the Chadian army, with the help of American and 

French intelligence services, routed the Libyans 

back across their southern border.  

Qadaffi was also one of the main financiers of the 

African National Congress of South Africa in the 

1980s, when the nationalist struggle against 

apartheid in South Africa had entered an armed 

phase. Despite Qadaffi’s subsequent international 

pariah status, South Africa’s first post-apartheid 

president, Nelson Mandela, never wavered in his 

friendship with the Libyan leader. 

 

The decade of the 1990s brought a major turn in 

Qadaffi’s relationship with sub-Saharan Africa. As 

a result of his support for international terrorism 

– culminating in the sabotage of a Pan American 

Airways plane and a UTA French airliner that 

resulted in the deaths of hundreds of civilian 

passengers – Libya came under total international 

sanction. These sanctions were observed 

worldwide, leaving Libya completely isolated. For 

example, for several years, not a single commercial 

airline served Libyan airports, and all American oil 

companies operating in Libya, along with a 

number of other national companies, were forced 

to leave. 

 

When sanctions were announced at the United 

Nations, Qadaffi assumed that his Arab brothers 

would help Libya circumvent them. However, to 

 

Columnists 

Anti-Qadaffi graffiti in Tripoli. Credit: jeromestarkey, Flickr 

Ambassador Herman J. Cohen (Ret) 

Ambassador Cohen is a former Assistant Secretary of 
State for Africa and is President of Cohen & Woods 
International.  
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his surprise, all of the Arab governments observed 

the sanctions and Qadaffi’s only friends were a 

number of African heads of state, who flew their 

executive jets to Tripoli and met with him openly. 

At this point, Qadaffi announced that he was no 

longer an Arab. He had become an African.  

 

Thus began two decades of Qadaffi demonstrat-

ing his love for Africa, mainly by spreading a lot 

of money around and financing frequent African 

summit meetings in his hometown of Sirte. 

Qadaffi also tried to be a peacemaker in Africa. 

For example, the first cease-fire agreement 

between Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo was signed in front of Qadaffi in Sirte 

in the year 2000. Having previously armed and 

financed rebel Tuaregs, Toubous, and Berbers in 

the Sahel states, Qadaffi proceeded to use his 

money and influence to broker peace agreements 

between these tribes and the governments of Mali, 

Niger, and Chad. 

 

To further demonstrate his newly found love for 

Africa, Qadaffi established the “Libyan African 

Investment Portfolio” (LAIP) as a subsidiary of 

the worldwide Libyan Investment Authority. 

LAIP invested in African hotels, commercial 

agriculture, natural resources, and downstream oil 

industry properties, specifically gas stations under 

the name “Tamoil Africa.” Africans readily 

welcomed all of these completely legitimate 

investments for their inputs of capital and job 

creation. 

 

On the political side, Qadaffi decided that Africa 

could overcome its development deficit only 

through continental unity. As a number of small, 

poverty-stricken states, the majority of African 

nations would be condemned to permanent under

-development if they remained separate. Qadaffi 

preached continental unity. He wanted to see a 

United States of Africa ( presumably under his 

presidency) replace the Organization of African 

States. His pressure was unrelenting and in 2008, 

the Organization of African Unity transformed 

itself into the African Union. It was a far cry from 

the United States of Africa, but Qadaffi took 

pride in moving the continent toward enhanced 

unity.  

 

So, now that Qadaffi is toast, what is the 

forecast for Libyan relations with sub-Saharan 

Africa?  

 

First and foremost, the new Libyan regime will no 

longer be tempted to influence the internal 

politics of African nations. Even as late as 2010, 

Qadaffi was supporting the destabilization of Côte 

d’Ivoire and South Sudan. The African Union will 

welcome the disappearance of Qadaffi’s insights, 

which mainly set out to instigate non-legitimate, 

surrogate wars. 

 

There could be other stability risks courtesy of the 

changeover in Libya. Qadaffi had been a key 

supporter of rebels in the northern Sahel; he then 

became a key peacemaker and banker to keep 

them in line. Without Qadaffi’s influence, there is 

a significant possibility that the Sahel rebels will 

resume their insurgent activities, especially now 

that al-Qaeda in the Mahgreb (AQIM) is 

operating in the region, wooing the rebels with 

drug money and other incentives. With Qadaffi’s 

departure, the U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) 

and the French military could face a growing 

threat to western interests, especially with regards 

to counter-terrorism. 

 

What about Libya’s significant investment 

portfolio in sub-Saharan Africa? The current 

Transitional National Council of Libya, as well as 

the future elected government, will not be 

focusing on Libyan investments in Africa anytime 

soon. Chances are that at some point in the 

future, the various business enterprises owned by 

LAIP will be sold off to the private sector. This 

will not have a negative impact on sub-Saharan 

Africa per say, but it will certainly mark the end of 

the long roller-coaster ride in Libyan-African 

relations.  

 

Some African leaders will miss Qadaffi’s handouts 

and weapons’ supplies, but most African heads of 

state consider what has happened to Qadaffi and 

his family a “good riddance” moment. ■ 
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ISOA would like to thank the 2011 Annual 
Summit Sponsors for their generous support. 
These organizations are true leaders in a 
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in conflict, post-conflict and disaster relief   
operations around the world. 
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ISOA looks forward to another year supporting 
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W www.globalfleetsales.net 

PC Nicholas Ling 

M June 2009 

New Century U.S. 

HQ Arlington, Virginia 

W www.newcentcorp.com 

PC Scott Jacobs  

M July 2008 

Frank Crystal & Company 

HQ Washington, D.C. 

W www.fcrystal.com 

PC Jeffrey Wingate 

M July 2010 

International Relief & Development 

HQ Arlington, Virginia 

W www.ird.org 

PC Jeffrey Grieco 

M October 2010 

OSSI, Inc. 

HQ Miami, Florida 

W www.ossiinc.com 

PC John Walbridge 

M October 2005 

Overseas Lease Group 

HQ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

W www.overseasleasegroup.com 

PC Tracy Badcock 

M February 2008 

OSPREA Logistics 

HQ Cape Town, South Africa 

W www.osprea.com 

PC Salih Brandt 

M August 2010 

L-3 MPRI  

HQ Alexandria, Virginia 

W www.mpri.com 

PC Michael Hess  

M January 2003 
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G4S 

HQ Arlington, Virginia 

W www.armorgroup.com 

PC Phil Rudder 

M August 2003 

Onsite Occupational Health and Safety, Inc. 

HQ Princeton, Indiana 

W www.onsiteohs.com 

PC Michelle Prinzing 

M October 2011 



 

PAE, Inc. 

HQ Arlington, Virginia 

W www.paegroup.com 

PC Thomas Callahan 

M October 2010 

Relyant 

HQ Maryville, Tennessee 

W www.gorelyant.com 

PC Susan Lynch 

M April 2009 

Shook, Hardy & Bacon LLP 

HQ Washington, D.C. 

W www.shb.com 

PC David Douglass 

M April 2009 

ISOA Membership Directory 
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SOS International Ltd. 

HQ Reston, Virginia 

W www.sosiltd.com 

PC Michael K. Seidl 

M November 2007 

Pax Mondial 

HQ Arlington, Virginia 

W www.paxmondial.com 

PC Paul Wood 

M January 2009 

Reed Inc. 

HQ Leesburg, Virginia 

W www.reedinc.com 

PC Marius van der Riet 

M April 2006 

Unity Resources Group 

HQ Dubai, U.A.E. 

W www.unityresourcesgroup.com 

PC Jim LeBlanc 

M December 2006 

Telum Protection Corp 

HQ Southern Pines, N. Carolina 

W www.telumcorp.com 

PC Alfredo Quiros 

M September 2010 

Triple Canopy 

HQ Reston, Virginia 

W www.triplecanopy.com 

PC Mark DeWitt 

M July 2008 

Safenet Group 

HQ Dubai, U.A.E. 

W www.safenet.net 

PC Laurence Maree 

M January 2011 

Shield International Security 

HQ Seoul, South Korea 

W www.shieldconsulting.co.kr 

PC Lucy Park 

M April 2010 

SCN Resources Group, Inc.  

HQ Alexandria, Virginia  

W www.securitycontracting..net 

PC Jake Allen 

M July 2011 

SOC, LLC 

HQ Chantilly, Virginia 

W www.soc-usa.com 

PC Shawn James 

M September 2009 

Sallyport 

HQ Bridgeville, Pennsylvania 

W www.sallyportglobal.com 

PC Doug Magee  

M August 2011 

Steptoe & Johnson LLP 

HQ Washington, DC 

W www.steptoe.com 

PC Stephen Heifetz 

M September 2011 





ISOA Thanks all of the 2011 Annual Summit Sponsors 
 for supporting our most successful Summit yet! 
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